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Not long ago, someone wrote those words in 
a letter to Silent Unity. It’s a cry that goes 
out from many hearts. We live in such a big 
world, so full of so many people, that many 

» — find it hard to feel any way
butlost-/ / When people cry out to be

(J somebody, I don’t think they 
mean they want to be pretentious public figures. Emily Dickinson wrote about this: 

“How dreary to be somebody!
How public, like a frog
To tell our name the livelong day
To an admiring bog!”

No, I don’t think that’s what most people mean, certainly not the person 
who scrawled out the cry on the envelope to Silent Unity.

They mean they want to feel that they have meaning. They are just tired of 
feeling they are logs in an everlasting logjam, leaves on an endless forest floor. 
They don’t want to feel important in a public way, but in a very private way.
They need to feel important to themselves—and perhaps to one or two others 
who are important to them.

Instead of, “God, make me somebody,” I think we ought to say, “God, 
help me to know that I am some one." Because we are! Oh, that is one of the 
great truths of the world. God has made me utterly unique, He has made me 
unlike anyone else He ever made. One of the reasons I believe in God is that we 
are all such distinct and individual somebodies; we are not like things stamped out 
by a machine, but the original products of a great Creator-Artist who has 
never once duplicated Himself. We are all of us extraordinary creatures, if we 
could only realize it.

One o f the most extraordinary people I ever met was an iceman who sold 
me a cake of ice one day. That’s all. He was an iceman. And another was a man 
who fixed a hat for me that would not fit. If I were to make a list of the 
Most-Somebody-Somebodies I’ve known, those two would be up near the top 
of the list.

We are uniquely ourself, and our whole aim and purpose in life is to find our self 
and to unfold it. And when we do, that’s happiness and meaning. For then we’re the 
Somebody we are crying out to be.

“God, make me somebody.” God has. 
k Somebody so distinct, an individual of such 

infinite potential, that I have a feeling it 
takes an eternity for anybody to unfold it all.

To call for prayer help, phone (816) 524-5104. (If you have an urgent need and have no
----------------------------------------------------------------------1 /] :» ! 4 *-» 11 1 O AA.Q 01 -OAOK \





This is the first o f a twelve-part series on the Book of 
Revelation, based on dialogues between J. Sig 
Paulson and Ric Dickerson. Paulson is minister of 
Unity Village Chapel, where these dialogues were 
first presented. Dickerson did undergraduate work 
at the Universities o f Kansas and Alabama, and this 
year will receive his MD degree and his PhD degree in 
neuroanatomy.

BY J. SIG PAULSON AND RIC DICKERSON

Paulson The book of Revelation, the 
last book of the Bible, is generally con
ceded by Bible students and scholars to be 
the most confusing, the deepest, and per
haps even the most important book of the 

„ Bible. It is a book that I have stayed away 
from, frankly, and lately I have been 
thinking that I should do something about 
it. I have read it cursorily a number of 
times, but now I feel that we should take 
the time to study it in depth.

I feel that Revelation is the last book of 
the Bible for a definite reason. Revelation 
is as far as any outer book—even the 
Bible—can take us. It is as far as any savior 
can take us. When we get into the state of 
revelation, then in a very real sense we are 
on our own.

While He was on earth, Jesus had some 
difficulty getting His followers to under
stand Him. In effect, He asked, “Why 

‘ don’t you understand my words?” Then 
He answered His own question: “It is 
because you are unable to grasp my reve
lation.”

But times have changed. This is no
February 1975

longer true for many, many people. Con
sciousness has unfolded. Human research 
and experience have grown to the point 
that many of us are in a position to grasp 
the revelation that Jesus taught, the dis
covery that He wanted to share with us. 
That is why we have chosen Revelation as 
the subject of this dialogue and investi
gation.

Dickerson The first thing that comes 
to mind when I consider the book of 
Revelation is the very idea of revelation. 
Where does one start in consideration of 
this last book of the Bible? It occurs to me 
that there really isn’t any one place to 
start. It is. It is the revelation.

We are now at a position in conscious
ness, in time, in space, in the growth of 
mind, where we can begin to live the reve
lation that Jesus Christ brought. We can 
be that revelation in manifestation. This is 
the process that we have been growing 
toward for many years, and that we are 
now growing into together.

Mind is now ready to move into the 
higher planes of existence, the areas of



refined activity that have been in exis
tence all along. The revelation itself has no 
beginning and no end. It just is. But now 
we are becoming established in the foun
dation to the point that revelation be
comes our life experience.

Paulson The book of Revelation 
begins with these words:

“The revelation of Jesus Christ, which 
God gave him to show to his servants what 
must soon take place; and he made it 
known by sending his angel to his servant 
John, who bore witness to the word of 
God and to the testimony of Jesus Christ, 
even to all that he saw. Blessed is he who 
reads aloud the words o f the prophecy, 
and blessed are those who hear, and who 
keep what is written therein; for the time 
is near.”

Thus we know that this is the revelation 
from Jesus Christ as it was revealed to the 
servant John. The revelation is not John’s; 
he was just the messenger who delivered 
it. This revelation has been described in a 
number of ways, and perhaps the most 
significant one is this: the kingdom o f 
God is within you.

It is agreed among histo
rians that the person who 
wrote this book is not the 1 
disciple John. There are a 
number of reasons for this 
belief, but we need not be 
concerned about that here. 
For our purpose, we can 
think of John as representing •* 
love. This is the revelation 
that com es through the 
activity of love. We are 
blessed and happy as we 
receive the prophecy, and we 
are prepared at this time to * 
understand the message of 
the revelation.

D ick erson  There are 
several ways to approach this 
material. Sig has expressed 
the thought that trying to - 

figure out what some of the traditional 
interpretations of Revelation are talking 
about could drive you up a stump. Be
cause it truly is a revelation of love, it can 
begin to happen only in the very special 
environment of love. Unity teachings 
work toward creating the atmosphere that 
allows the revelation to come about.

I would like to speak about this from a 
little different angle, from a scientific 
point of view. Many years ago, Einstein 
described the field of revelation, this 
underlying field of existence we talk 
about in our Unity affirmations. We call it 
the Power and the Presence, the omni
presence of God. He described it as a 
unified field of energy underlying and 
supporting all of creation. This unified- 
field-of-energy theory is not yet accepted 
by science, but it took science about 
twenty years of consideration to accept 
Einstein’s thoughts on relativity. I feel 
that eventually there will come a time 1 
when science accepts the existence of a 
unified field of energy. At that time it will 
be as though man has just discovered fire * 
for the second time. It will be a fantastic



time, because our direct experience of this 
unified field of energy is love. Whenever 
we feel the power of love, we are expe
riencing the effect of this field of energy. 
Einstein only began to describe this math
ematically, and today there are some 
scientists who are once again trying to put 
this concept into a workable frame of 
reference. But the important thing is that 
we are already directly experiencing this 
unified field. We are ahead of science in 
this way, and as soon as science becomes 
able to describe it, man’s vision will 
expand to encompass the totality of cre
ation, and we will move into a period of 
great enlightenment.

Paulson We might say that the revela
tion comes through Einstein as the uni- 
fied-field-of-energy theory, and through 
Jesus Christ as “the fields . . . already 
white for harvest.” We might even go so 
far as to say that the revelation is oneness, 
the unity of all creation: the unity o f the 
Creator, the unity of the Creator in man, 
the unity of man and man, the unity of 
man and his environment.

We live in a universe that is a unit; it is a 
totality; it is wholeness. Each one of us is 
an expression of that unity to the degree 
that we understand it. This is what makes 
the difference in the way we live; it is our 
consciousness. So we could say that the 
book of Revelation is the book of unity, 
and it finds expression in every area of 
life. Scientists are discovering the truth of 
this, as are spiritual scientists. Charles 
Fillmore said that Truth is an exact 
science, and this is what we are concerned 
with.

From a traditional viewpoint, we can 
look at the book of Revelation as a predic
tion o f events that are going to happen 
when Jesus returns to the earth and over
throws the kingdom of the devil and so 
forth, and we have no quarrel with these 
interpretations. But what we hope to do 
here is to consider Revelation from the 
viewpoint of the individual, so that we can

grasp its meaning and relate it to ourself.
When we consider the individual, we 

realize that the body, the mind, the emo
tions, and the spiritual nature of man are 
also a unity. This is what we are really 
interested in, for when we focus our atten
tion on the unity of the individual, it helps 
him to find his place in the unity of the 
universe.

We are discovering some fantastic 
things. For example, the body of man is a 
microcosm of a macrocosm. Man’s body is 
the universe in miniature. Everything can 
be found in the body of man (and I do not 
mean just the physical body). We find the 
focus of the universe in the individual, and 
men and women are not just sons and 
daughters of the Creator but of the entire 
universe. In the body of man are found 
stars, streams, mountains, organizations. 
As we delve further into the book of Reve
lation, we will consider some of these con
nections.

Dickerson It seems to me that unity 
is the true fundamental underneath the 
book of Revelation. If there is one revela
tion worth revealing, it is undoubtedly 
this unity. This is really the pinnacle of all 
revelation, isn’t it? To live, breathe, and 
have our being in unity, the unity where 
the Christ is established.

It is an interesting idea that the body is 
the microcosm, and that everything that 
has ever happened in creation is happen
ing right now within the body. Everything 
that will ever happen is already happen
ing. The ideas that Jesus Christ revealed 
through John are already going on; they 
have always been going on. These pro
cesses are going on in our consciousness. 
The terminology in Revelation used to 
shake me to the core; it was difficult to 
understand at my level. It is difficult to 
understand until one realizes that it is 
already going on, that these places are 
already within our direct experience. 
Then we can begin to relate to them.

The entire activity that is going on



throughout all creation is going on right 
now within each individual body. The 
body is built into a model of creation, and 
creation is modeled upon the body. The 
one reflects the other. The body is part of 
what we call relative existence, that part 
of existence that is always changing. It is 
always going through life cycles. We are 
constantly being born and constantly 
passing through the state that we call 
death. Our old cells are always dying and 
new ones are constantly being formed.

Thus as we come together and begin to 
consider the nature of existence from this 
point of view, we begin to experience to
gether the other side of existence, the side 
that is constant and unchanging, the side 
that is always there. The feeling that 
comes upon us is that of unity.

Paulson We might look at revelation 
as a constant process that is being revealed 
to ourself and through ourself. Unfold- 
ment is taking place and we discover more 
and more of the deeper or nonmaterial 
aspects of being. I recall from my study of 
biology that the development of the 
human embryo repeats the history of the 
development of the entire race.

Dickerson Yes, in scientific jargon we 
say that “ontogeny recapitulates phylo- 
geny,” which is the same thing.

Paulson We know that some of these 
processes, or some elements of the one 
process, have been revealed, but I think 
that there are as yet unrevealed activities 
in the process o f revelation, aspects that 
have not as yet entered consciousness. But 
they already exist as potential in the being 
of all of us. I am sure that as we continue 
in this discussion, we will find that some 
of them are detectable from a scientific 
viewpoint, as well as from a spiritual view
point. Each one of us is a revelation, a 
constant happening, constantly unfold
ing—and this brings us, in a sense, to a 
degree of immortality. There is nothing in 
this universe that is frozen, rigid, or static. 
Everything is constantly moving. Even the

unchanging part of our being is not a static 
or fixed thing. We sometimes get the idea 
that the Absolute is an absolutely fixed or 
rigid thing, but actually it is the silent 
Source of all that is. I don’t know how we 
will ever discover what all this is except as 
we let it unfold through us. All of these 
elements are in us. We contain not only 
the record of our past and of our present; 
we also have the elements of our future 
within us. As someone has said, the child 
of our future is already in us. It is being 
bom, it is being unfolded, it is being 
stirred up into being.

Dickerson We have the entire story of 
life summed up in each individual body. 
Each body has passed through the entire 
spectrum of life. The embryo in its various 
stages of development touches base with 
every other embryonic development 
throughout creation. We have all made 
this trip, and we can rediscover the inher
ent wisdom of creation because we are 
literally plugged into it. An aspect of our
self, our physical body, has previewed the 
whole thing, and we can know and use life 
on every dimension, from the very begin
ning up to the present.

Another fascinating aspect of this idea 
is that the individual atoms that make up 
the body represent a cross-section o f the 
entire universe. The whole universe is 
made up of the same kind o f atoms that 
we’re made up of. So here we stand in this 
body that represents the entire dimension 
of life, from the very beginning up to the 
present. We also have within us the atoms 
that make up the universe. This puts us in 
a very special position. Let us imagine that 
we have a relativity yardstick—that is, a 
yardstick that measures dimensions from 
the smallest atomic particle to the very 
largest thing in the universe, probably a 
star. If we had such a yardstick and looked 
down its length from the smallest sub
atomic particle to the largest star at the 
edge of the galaxy, we would find ourself 
standing right in the middle. The human



body is at the very center of the relativity 
yardstick, and this is a very special place 
to begin to experience the revelation.

Paulson This discussion of the unity 
of the universe reminds me o f something 
that Donald Hatch Andrews once said: 
that every one o f us has in his body some 
of the atoms that Jesus had in His body, 
and in turn, Jesus had some of the atoms 
from Caesar’s dog. In other words, there is 
a constant flow in this living, vital uni
verse. Everything that we really want to 
know about the universe we can find in 
our own body. It is within our own ele
ment. Every person is the center o f the 
entire universe and can become conscious 
of the entire universe. This is what makes 
the difference in individual consciousness. 
There are those who have this great feeling 
of the unity of the universe, of the uni
versality of their own soul, and this is 
what we are beginning to experience more 
and more. This is a revelation or a growth 
that takes place in ourself.

Going back to the idea of unity and the 
unified field of energy, the Bible expresses 
it this way: “underneath are the everlast
ing arms.” In other words, there is this 
basis for everything that exists. We are an 
individual expression of this existence, 
and we are moving and being moved to 
this realization, this growth in conscious
ness, with the expansion that is taking 
place.

The important thing is that there are 
within us an unfinished kingdom and a 
finished kingdom. We can think of the 
finished or completed kingdom in terms 
of the resurrected Christ. This is the real
ity, the ideal, that is present within us. 
The unfinished business is that o f bringing 
it into expression.

Dickerson It is the finished business 
that gives us the stability to move into the 
unfinished business. We all have lots of 
unfinished business, but once we have 
that foundation, that security, that sup
port o f the field of energy that underlies

all of creation, then we have the ability to 
move in and finish all business. The under
lying field of which we are a part is the 
business of all creation; it has everything 
within it; we do not need anything else, 
because it is all there. We simply need to 
plug into the field that is our own true 
nature, and allow the finished business to 
complete the rest o f the work.

Paulson This gives us the basis, then, 
of treating ourself and others in a loving 
and forgiving way. We realize that we 
don’t have to pass harsh judgment because 
we are not yet perfect ourself.

The Bible text continues: “John to the 
seven churches that are in Asia:

“Grace to you and peace from him who 
is and who was and who is to come, and 
from the seven spirits who are before his 
throne, and from Jesus Christ the faithful 
witness, the first-born of the dead, and the 
ruler of kings on earth.

“To him who loves us and has freed us 
from our sins by his blood and made us a 
kingdom, priests to his God and Father, to 
him be glory and dominion for ever and 
ever.”

I was reading somewhere about how 
fantastic the human body is, and as a 
matter of fact, it is just as fantastic as the 
universe itself. Of course, when we say 
body, we are not speaking only of the 
surface body. The human body can be 
referred to as the garden of Eden, as the 
temple, as a congregation of electromag
netic fields. Anything you want to image, 
you can find in the human body. So when 
John refers to the seven churches in Asia, 
we can see this in an outer sense as seven 
churches that were established in a certain 
area, or we can look at them as represent
ing elements of our own being. From a 
m etaphysica l viewpoint, seven is a 
number of completion. When we speak of 
seven, we are talking about a “lucky” 
number, a complete or total number. 
When we speak of churches, we are speak
ing of certain organs or gatherings of



energy in the body, such as the solar 
plexus and the brain. Thus John is speak
ing to those who have the particular 
organs to understand, who have the ears 
to hear and the eyes to see. It is important 
that we have ears to hear and eyes to see, 
that we have the consciousness that en
ables us to perceive these truths not only 
within ourself but also within humanity as 
a whole.

Then there is the idea o f Asia. From a 
historical viewpoint, all religions have 
their roots in Asia. This would lead us to 
believe that when John used the word 
Asia, he was talking about a state of con
sciousness, an ideal state where we be
come aware of our spiritual nature active 
in and through us. Here again we return to 
the individual who has prepared his con
sciousness and is ready for the revelation. 
I know that there are verifications of this 
type of approach from a scientific view
point.

D ick erson  What we’re trying to 
accomplish here is to establish an over
view, to lay a foundation, and then to 
allow the revelation to unfold individ
ually. We have spoken about the unified 
field of energy that underlies and supports 
all o f creation. Jesus came as a representa
tive directly from that field, never once 
losing touch with it. Each of us has a con
nection with that field of energy because 
it is the underlying reality of all life—it 
unifies all. But most of us lose contact 
with it at some point, and now we are in 
the process of reestablishing a connection 
with it so that it is in our conscious aware
ness at all times. Jesus Christ came and 
went through the sequence that we are 
familiar with, but the principal part of the 
sequence—the only part really worth 
keeping in mind all the time—is the Resur
rection. If He resurrected, then He is alive 
right now. If He is alive right now, why 
don’t we see Him? Where is He? It should 
become clear that this unified field of 
energy which is becoming our direct expe

rience is the Christ level of consciousness, 
out of which all creation is rising, into 
which all creation returns. Christ returned 
to that highly refined level of existence 
and then began to direct the rest of cre
ation so that all persons could rise to expe
rience directly what He experienced. This 
was His dream for us. This is what He 
came to establish, and this is what we are 
experiencing.

Directing these seven letters to seven 
churches in Asia was a symbolic process in 
the beginning, because consciousness was 
not yet at a position to take the whole 
material and internalize it and become 
that revelation. So Jesus addressed these 
seven letters to churches in the outer. As 
we begin to investigate these together, we 
will find that these seven churches have 
representatives throughout our body. For 
purposes of understanding and of moving 
into the revelation process, we will talk 
about various centers of the body, first 
from a metaphysical and then from a 
physical point of view. We will investigate 
the metaphysical beauty, then show its 
connection with scientific reality, bring
ing the two together within our own 
body, the temple of God.

Paulson John goes on to say that he 
was on the isle of Patmos, that he was in 
the Spirit, and that it was the day of the 
Lord. Those who are familiar with medita
tion know that this refers to a deep state 
of meditation. Then he caught a vision, 
and the vision spoke to him and said, “I 
am he who is and who was and who is to 
come.” Notice the continuity and the 
flow of the revelation. “I am . . . the living 
one; I died, and behold I am alive for ever
more. . . .” When we relate this to ourself 
as an individual, we see that there is a 
potential within us that is dead until we 
awaken to it.

John brings out the beauty of this 
figure that he saw. He heard a voice 
behind him, and one of the translations 
says it sounded like a waterfall and an-



other says it sounded like a trumpet. In 
other words, there was a great blast of 
Truth, and he saw among seven golden 
lampstands “one like a son of man, 
clothed with a long robe and with a golden 
girdle round his breast; his head and his 
hair were white as white wool, white as 
snow; his eyes were like a flame of fire, his 
feet were like burnished bronze, refined as 
in a furnace.” This is not a figure with clay 
feet; this is a figure that has an under
standing rooted in truth. “In his right 
hand he held seven stars, from his mouth 
issued a sharp two-edged sword, and his 
face was like the sun shining in full 
strength.” The figure said, “Fear not.”

Now we’ve all seen this reality within 
us; we’ve all had flashes of inspiration. We 
have been touched by it and many times 
we are frightened, but it tells us not to be 
afraid. It is easy to see the significance of 
the two-edged sword—it is the power of 
the spoken word, the creative word that is 
going to destroy all the old states and old 
concepts.

The first chapter concludes with an 
explanation o f the mysteries: “As for the 
mystery of the seven stars which you saw 
in my right hand, and the seven golden 
lampstands, the seven stars are the angels 
o f the seven churches and the seven lamp- 
stands are the seven churches.” We will go 
more deeply into the meaning of these 
symbols later.

Dickerson We have been trying to 
establish a foundation we can use to 
approach this book o f Revelation from a 
religious point of view and also from a 
scientific point of view. We have discussed 
the unified field o f energy that underlies 
and supports all of creation, and the feel
ing o f love that we have when we come 
into contact with it. Love provides the 
very special kind o f nurturing environ
ment that allows the revelation of the 
Creator to begin to unfold for each of us 
individually.

(To be continued)

'filings to be
gill i>

BY LOWELL FILLMORE

REMEMBER that God is always with 
us in Spirit. However, we do not always 
appreciate and enjoy His loving presence 
until we bring ourself, with our love and 
faith, into a consciousness of His pres
ence.

God does not change. He is the same 
loving God yesterday, today, and forever. 
He is not changed by the apparent changes 
in the world. He is the source of good for 
all His children on earth.

Jesus told us that “I and the Father are 
one.” Therefore, when we find the Christ 
Spirit, the real self of us, we realize that 
we are one with our Father-God. Jesus 
told us that when we have faith enough to 
realize our oneness with the Father in 
spirit, His will, His eternal power and love, 
will guide us. Then we can do even greater 
works than Jesus, as He promised.

We cannot find God with our physical 
eyes and abilities, but we can reach Him 
through faith. When we use our faith, we 
open our mind to believe and understand 
that God is greater than the outer things in 
our life.
AFFIRMATIONS FOR MEDITATION

I rejoice that I live in the love of my 
Father.

My loving Father is uplifting me in His 
love.

I have no fear of the troubles in the 
world.

All power for good has been given to 
me.

\ ^ A 11 things are possible with



“The prospering power of ideas is the essential truth 
behind the principle of tithing”

WE HAVE THE opportunity of 
aligning our consciousness with a 
principle that has been enriching the 
lives of men and women, expanding 
businesses, and prospering nations 
for thousands of years. If some indi
viduals who have tried this principle 
in the past have not experienced 
much enrichment, this is because the 
principle is spiritual and works best 
when applied for the purpose of 
receiving the total benefits of Spirit, 
rather than for selfish gain o f a 
material nature.

The principle is called tithing. Let 
me explain why it is a sure way to 
wealth. One of the first things we 
need to do in order to apply this 
principle correctly is to “scrub up” 
our notions about tithing. We may 
be holding onto a number of erro
neous impressions. It is believed by 
some that tithing is an Old Testa
ment practice that is now outmoded. 
It is true that tithing is mentioned in 
the Old Testament. The practice 
began with Abraham, father o f the 
Hebrew nation, who met Melchize- 
dek on his way back from a victo

rious battle and gave this mysterious 
priest a tenth portion of all his 
possessions. The Hebrews, revering. 
Abraham, emulated his practice of 
giving a tenth of their wealth to the 
spiritual agency of the people—the 
priesthood. After many generations, 
however, the spiritual principle 
became somewhat clouded and in
stead of a tithe being a freely given 
gift, it became a tax which was arbi
trarily levied on every Hebrew.

Today when the subject of tithing 
is mentioned, many people react to 
it as if it were an unpleasant obliga
tion. Whenever it is seen in this light, 
it is resisted and resented, even 
evaded if possible.

Another misconception that is 
allowed to creep into our thoughts 
of tithing is the notion that tithing is 
a principle that can be applied in a 
mercenary way. Presented wholly in 
this aspect, tithing is merely seen as a 
sly way to give a little and reap a lot. 
Yet many will attest to the working 
of the principle on this level. The law 
always works—even when it is used 
with a selfish motive. But if one re-
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stricts the working of the law to the 
money realm only, then as Jesus said, he 
“has his reward.” This is not to say that 
money is good or bad, or that it is wrong 
to expect Spirit to provide plenty of 
moneymaking ideas.

Ideas are the coin and currency of 
Spirit—ideas that bless, benefit, serve, and 
prosper everyone they touch. The pros
pering power of ideas is the essential truth 
behind the principle of tithing.

Tithe is a word that actually means 
“tenth.” Those who study numbers and 
spiritual things see amazing parallels be
tween mathematics and spiritual prin
ciple. The ancients who pondered such 
matters regarded the number ten as the 
number of increase, a number that mag
ically raised one’s consciousness to a 
higher level, to a new dimension of expan
sion. We certainly cannot disregard this 
feeling when we try to find answers to the 
questions, “Why does tithing work?” and 
“Why does it seem to work so depend
ably?” In considering these questions, we 
need to give thought to other questions as 
well, such as: “What do we expect o f the 
Universal?” “What would we ask the Uni
versal to do for us?” “What would we 
receive o f the Universal?” “What would 
we demonstrate of the Universal?”

The law is that we can expect to out- 
picture in our life an increase of whatever 
we have given to the Universal, or Spirit. 
We are not speaking only of money, for 
the gifts of the Universal are not measured 
in dollars and cents. Rather, we mean, 
“What have we given o f ourself?” “What

WEALTH

have we given o f  our conscious
ness?” “What of our faith?” “What of our 
love?” “What of our joy?”

This is what Malachi meant when he 
said, “Bring the full tithes into the store
house.” He was not speaking only of 
lambs and measures of grapes and grain, 
and he did not mean the process to be 
only a check to see that no one cheated in 
giving the honest measure of these things. 
He was referring to the “full tithe” of 
one’s soul qualities.

Jesus said, “You tithe mint and dill and 
cummin, and have neglected the weightier 
matters of the law, justice and mercy and 
faith; these you ought to have done, with
out neglecting the others.”

Here we find the answer to the critics 
who prefer to believe that tithing is out
moded in the new order o f things. Jesus 
clearly says not to leave these external 
things undone. But he also implies that 
there are even more vital gifts to be 
brought to Spirit. One of these is justice, 
or righteous judgment—beholding the 
Truth about and in all persons and condi
tions. Another is mercy, or kindness, con
sideration, good will, high esteem, love. 
And a third is faith, the real substance
shaping faculty that brings all good into 
form.

To the extent that we bring these gifts, 
these special tithes, into all of our rela
tionships—marriage, family, social, politi
cal, or economic relationships—to this 
extent we will be richly supplied spiri
tually, mentally, emotionally, physically, 
socially, and financially. The importance 
of bringing the “full tithe” is that this is 
Spirit’s way of assuring us of well- 
rounded, well-balanced, genuine wealth. 
As we bring our full tithe, Spirit can 
shower its wholeness, its allness, its full
ness upon us.

Tithing is a sure way to wealth, but 
search your heart thoroughly to find out 
what you believe true wealth to mean. 
Wealth doesn’t mean the same thing to



any two persons. If you’ve been accepting 
someone else’s concept of wealth, or if 
you’ve been trying to achieve society’s 
definition of wealth, perhaps it is time for 
you to draw your conclusions for your
self.

What would make you feel wealthy? 
What you want is not really a list of super
ficial things, but the fulfillment o f the 
desire at the very rock-bottom of your 
consciousness for what would give you 
peace, joy, and a deep sense of fulfillment.

The meaning of the word wealth is 
rooted in earlier Anglo-Saxon and Old 
Saxon words which refer to “welfare” and 
“well-being.” An even older Indo-Euro
pean word from which our word wealth

derives means “to wish,” or “to choose.” 
In a very real sense, wealth is not merely 
the demonstration of money and material 
things, but is the process of wishing and 
choosing successfully. Wealth is the devel
opment of the capacity to think, choose, 
and ideate whatever is positive and uplift
ing in life.

Spirit’s wealth is not only the wealth of 
having, but it is also the wealth of giving. 
Spirit is infinite wealth, for Spirit gives 
infinitely. We affirm and prove our 
Sonship in choosing to give as freely of all 
that we have and all that we are. In this 
way we activate the universal Truth prin
ciple that is a sure way to wealth. O

THE PURPOSE OF UNITY

Unity School of Christianity is an inde
pendent, educational institution, teaching 
the application of the doctrine of Jesus 
Christ in all the affairs of life.

Its purpose is not to found a new 
church or sect, but to help and teach men 
and women of every church, and also 
those who have no church affiliations, to 
use and prove the eternal Truth taught 
and made manifest by the Master.

The Unity teachings explain the action 
of mind, the connecting link between God 
and man. They explain how the mind 
affects the body, producing discord or 
harmony, sickness or health; how it brings 
man into understanding of divine law, 
harmony, health, and peace, here and 
now.

We suggest that you accept what, in our 
literature, appears to you to be Truth, and 
that you withhold judgment on the re
mainder until you understand it better. If 
you seek the Holy Spirit as your guide 
into the fullness of Truth, you will know 
for yourself what is o f God and what is of 
the personal man, in all that you read and 
in all that you hear from others.

As we keep on searching for Truth, we 
no doubt shall change some of our ideas, 
until everything short of the perfect will 
of God is dropped from our lives and from 
our doctrine. There would be no differ
ence of opinion among Christian people if 
human ideas did not prevail to a great 
extent, for there is but one Truth, and we 
shall see eye to eye when Truth is attained 
in its purity.



BY CATHERINE PONDER

PRACTICAL
CHRISTIANITY—

IT
WORKS!

A STOCKBROKER ONCE told me that he got inter
ested in Unity when he heard of Unity Society of 
Practical Christianity. He had been a member of a 
traditional church in the Christian faith for years, so 
Christianity he knew about. But practical Christian
ity was something else, and he was fascinated with its 
possibilities.

As he investigated and began to use practical 
Christianity, it transformed his life. He prospered 
through several recessions that bankrupted other 
stockbrokers.

Why?



Because he proved what many of us 
have discovered: practical Christianity 
“works.”

1. Practical Christianity “works” be
cause it gives us an understanding o f the 
true nature o f God and man.

Jesus Christ, a pioneer in practical 
Christianity, gave His followers an under
standing of the true nature of God and 
man.

Of the true nature of God He said, “The 
hour is coming, and now is, when the true 
worshipers will worship the Father in 
spirit and truth, for such the Father seeks 
to worship him. God is spirit, and those 
who worship him must worship in spirit 
and truth.”

Of the true nature of man He said, “The 
kingdom of God is not coming with signs 
to be observed; nor will they say, ‘Lo, here 
it is!’ or ‘There!’ for behold, the kingdom 
of God is in the midst of you.”

He also quoted the Psalmist who had 
said, “You are gods, and sons of the Most 
High, all of you.”

There is still miracle-working-power 
available to us today when we gain an 
understanding of the true nature of God 
and man, and then think, speak, and act 
accordingly.

A housewife in California recently said: 
“My husband had just come out of the 
Navy after twenty years of service. He 
went to work on a job that gave him no 
pleasure and no chance for advancement. 
So he began to declare daily: ‘I am going 
out and get a job that will pay me what 
I’m worth, because I am a child of God!’ 
Within two weeks he had been employed 
at the nearby shipyards as a pipefitter, at 
several times his previous income.”

In my own life, things began to make 
sense to me for the first time on that day 
more than two decades ago when I took 
my mother’s copy of Lessons in Truth off 
her bookshelf and began reading it.

I though t excitedly: “Why didn’t 
someone tell me a long time ago what is in

this book: That the true nature of God is 
unlimited good? That God is life, love, 
wisdom, power, and substance? That God 
does not have a split personality of good 
and evil? That God loves me? That the 
true nature o f man is that of a spiritual 
being? That God is within me?”

Theology generally teaches that God is 
both immanent (within) and transcendent « 
(universal). But Unity, which specializes 
in the teachings of Jesus, has long empha
sized that God is immanent, within man. 
This one basic truth was the turning point 
in my life from frustration and failure to 
gradual growth into a wonderfully fulfill- „ 
ing life. As my understanding has ex
panded over the years o f the true nature 
of God and man, so has my good!

I recently talked with a clinical psy
chologist whose job is counseling troubled 
college students. He told me that when 
confused students come to him for 
counseling, their confusion invariably 
stems from a lack of understanding of the 
true nature of God and man.

This is true, not just with college stu
dents but with people everywhere. In the 
Unity Movement, we have so often seen a 
person’s problems resolved when he began 
to understand, as Jesus pointed out, that 
God is Spirit; that man has that Spirit 
within him.

When we think of man as a spiritual 
being, as he is described in the book of 
Genesis, we wonder how theologians 
could have lost sight of man’s spiritual 
nature for so many centuries. How could 
they have dwelt instead upon the sinful, 
limited, human side of man?

Phineas Quimby, who has been called 
“the founder of metaphysics” in America, 
lived one hundred years ago. He experi
enced a spiritual healing and became the 
first metaphysician in America. One of 
the ways Quimby healed so many people 
was by telling them that they were spiri
tual beings, not miserable sinners. He told 
them that they could revolutionize their



lives for good by thinking of themselves as 
spiritual beings, rather than sinful beings. 
It is just as true today.

The Apostle Paul was a great meta
physician; he said, “I can do all things in 
him who strengthens me.” Of others, he 
declared, “Christ in you, the hope of 
glory.”

As spiritual beings, we should get busy 
claiming our heritage of health, wealth, 
and happiness.

2. Practical Christianity “works” be
cause it stands for redemption o f the 
whole man: spirit, soul, and body.

For centuries, “soul saving” has been 
an ecclesiastical business, but that only 
gets a third of the job done. Jesus came to 
lift up the whole man and to make him 
complete in spirit, soul, and body.

That redemption comes when we real
ize the literal truth o f the words of 
Paul: “Do you not know that your body 
is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, 
which you have from God? ... So glorify 
God in your body.”

The Unity Movement began more than 
eighty years ago when an ailing wife and 
mother, Myrtle Fillmore, decided to 
prove that her body was the temple of the 
living God, and that she could glorify God 
in her body.

Even though she had an “incurable” 
diagnosis hanging over her, as she began to 
dwell upon the life of God in her body, 
that life responded. Of course she did not

Unity Churches, Centers, 
and Teachers

If you would like to know the location o f  
your nearest Unity church or center, and 
cannot find it listed in your telephone 
directory, please write to The Association 
o f  Unity Churches, Unity Village, Mo. 
64065. They will be glad to give you any 
desired information about Unity churches 
or classes in your vicinity.

die but got well and lived another forty 
years, to become the “mother” of Unity. 
She proved that practical Christianity 
works when we dwell upon God as life in 
the body.

A woman in Dallas told me that after 
realizing that God was within her as the 
life of her body, she no longer wanted to 
smoke. The desire left her because, she 
said, she could not imagine God smoking a 
cigarette.

The realization that God was within her 
took away the desire to smoke. People 
have testified in the same vein about other 
habits, such as drinking.

Unity tells people to follow their own 
inner guidance about smoking, drinking, 
and other habits. As spiritual beings we 
have the power of choice to do whatever 
we feel guided to do. We are free, accord
ing to our soul growth, in these matters.

3. Practical Christianity “works” be
cause it stands for the establishment o f 
the kingdom o f heaven upon the earth—in 
our lives, right here and now.

Students of practical Christianity know 
that they do not have to wait until some 
future life to enjoy the blessings of health, 
wealth, and happiness. As spiritual beings, 
these are ours by divine right now, if \ye 
dare to claim them.

Jesus said, “The time is fulfilled, and 
the kingdom of God is at hand; repent, 
and believe in the gospel.”

Most of us do not feel we are living in 
heaven here and now, but we are working 
on it! Heaven is a state of mind. As we 
dwell upon divine ideas we develop a more 
heavenly state of mind. This practice 
brings the kingdom of heaven into our 
daily experiences more and more.

Even though we may not feel we are 
living completely in the kingdom of 
heaven right now, if we look back on our 
life to that period when we did not yet 
know this Truth, then by comparison, it 
would seem that we are living in heaven 
now. For most of us, things have gotten



far more heavenly since we took up the 
study of practical Christianity.

In every Unity center in which I have 
served as a minister, I have seen tremen
dous things happen to people who 
accepted this idea—good things that 
seemed impossible by human standards.

One couple had tried repeatedly to 
adopt children and had been turned down 
by every adoption agency in their area. 
They did not know why.

Within a short time after they began to 
think of the kingdom of heaven as being at 
hand in their own lives, the tide turned. 
Through an out-of-town agency, they 
adopted not just one but several children.

An accountant had tried for ten years 
to pass the CPA test required for licensing 
in his state. After he became a Unity stu
dent and began to declare that as a spiri
tual being, it was his divine right to have 
his license—that it was at hand—he passed 
the first time he took the test again.

Healings, happy marriages, promotions 
in pay, improvements along all lines occur 
to those who have learned that their good 
is at hand. I have seen people develop 
peace of mind, poise, self-confidence 
when they held to this idea.

Opening your mind to this truth can 
bring vast improvement along all lines. 
Recently a woman in Baltimore said: 
“After taking up the study of Unity, I 
began to hold to the thought, ‘Life is to 
enjoy.’ This led to my first trip to 
Europe—a two-week tour of the Mediter
ranean covering six countries, and it in
cluded an audience with the Pope. I am 
still pinching myself. Increased pros
perity, wonderful, new congenial friends, 
and freedom from suicidal tendencies are 
other blessings I am now enjoying since I 
learned that my good is at hand and that I 
can have it now.”

4. Practical Christianity “works” be
cause it brings increased prosperity into 
our life.

When we study the first chapter of

Genesis, we find that a loving Father 
created a lavish universe, then placed spiri
tual man in that opulent universe and gave • 
him dominion over it.

This means that abundance is our spiri
tual heritage. As a practical matter, we 
should be prosperous. Until we are pros
perous, we have neither the time nor the 
money to grow spiritually, or to help - 
others in their spiritual unfoldment. Pros
perity is a first requirement for spiritual 
growth, as well as for economic well
being.

Jesus proved that a practical Christian
ity is a prosperous Christianity, and He * 
encouraged His followers to do so too.

Charles Fillmore was one of the out
standing spiritual leaders of the past cen
tury because he taught a prosperous Chris
tianity. In his book Prosperity he has 
pointed out an age-old truth: the practice , 
of tithing leads us down the road to 
permanent prosperity.

A woman reported to me: “Recently I 
decided for the first time to tithe. That 
week I found in my wallet $20 that I 
didn’t know I had. My washer broke 
down; when buying a new one, I was given 
a $20 discount. I bought lots of books and 
magazines at discount prices. It seemed 
my purse was never empty. When I needed 
to make a purchase, the money was there.
I became active in our church and met 
many wonderful people. This has led to a 
whole new life socially. I had been very 
depressed about a broken engagement. 
Now my life has taken on a new glow. I 
used to be so nervous. Now my hands are 
beautiful and at peace. I recently took a 
trip abroad. I am so grateful to know at 
last about this ancient prosperity law 1 
which still works wonders in our lives 
when we use it. I only wish I had begun to 
put God first financially years ago. How I 
cheated myself!—but never again.”

A friend in Oregon said: “Since tithing 
to the Unity Movement, I have received 
the following financial blessings: $200



income from babysitting in the last two or 
three months. My husband has received a 

,J 10% raise in pay. I inherited $4,448.16. I 
have found pennies, dimes, loose change 
in our backyard, on the street, and in 
parking lots. I have tithed from all of these 
blessings, and it makes me feel rich to be 
giving so much.”

•* 5. Practical Christianity “works” be
cause it shows us how to pray in a simple 
way that brings results: through the use o f 
affirmative words followed by a medita
tive silence.

A businessman said that the first time 
.ihe ever attended a Unity church service 
and heard people saying their prayer state
ments out loud together, he was so star
tled that he almost left the service. But 
then he thought: “I know that the Unity 
ph ilosophy has helped many, many 
. people. So perhaps I should go all the way 
with it. ‘When in Rome, do as the Romans 
do.’ ”

He began to join in saying the affirma
tive statements aloud with everyone else 
and then observing a meditative silence. 
Almost immediately desires of longstand
ing were fulfilled! As he continued to 
declare affirmative prayer statements 
aloud daily, vast improvement came 
quickly in his life.

Why?
Because the word affirm means “to 

make firm.” When you speak forth good 
'words in faith, you are making firm your 
good and you are opening the way for it to 
manifest in your life. Silent Unity has 
helped thousands solve their problems 
effectively through the use of affirmative 
prayers. The Unity publications have 
•related those results monthly for more 
than eighty years.

“Vast improvement comes quickly in 
every phase o f my life now. Every day in 
every way, things are getting better and 
better for me now” is an affirmative 
sprayer statement that has helped many, 
many people.

It has been estimated that the spoken 
word describing one’s good can speed up 
results in one’s life as much as eighty per
cent. A businessman in Palm Springs, 
California, recently related to me how the 
spoken word of prosperity manifested a 
thriving business for him.

This man learned o f the power of affir
mative words at a time when he was 
suffering from a bitter divorce. As he 
began to declare words of forgiveness 
daily, the bitterness dissolved. Later he 
was even able to counsel with his former 
wife and help her change her attitudes for 
the better, too.

He and his business partner went into a 
new venture in the Los Angeles area, but it 
failed. Undaunted, he began to declare 
daily, “/ love the highest and best in all 
people, and I now draw the highest, best, 
most prosperous-minded people to me (to 
this business). ” After using these words, 
he felt guided to go to Palm Springs for a 
weekend of relaxation. There he met a 
man who insisted that if he would open a 
business in a beautiful new shopping 
center in Palm Springs, he was bound to 
prosper.

The Los Angeles businessman soon 
realized that his new-found friend (a 
millionaire who seemed to know what he 
was talking about) had appeared as a 
result of his affirmative words asking for 
the “highest, best, most prosperous- 
minded people.” He followed the man’s 
advice, and his new business boomed from 
the start. He has now opened a second 
shop in the desert and is doing well.

The foregoing suggestions are just a few 
of the countless ways that practical Chris
tianity can “work” for you. As you con
tinue to study the subject, you will find its 
inner revelations and its outer benefits 
unlimited.

I invite you to join me in availing your
self of the vast benefits of practical Chris
tianity. You can begin by declaring daily,
“Practical Christianity—it works! ” 0



BY WINIFRED WILKINSON 
AND GEORGE HAUSMANN

TBe Tmffi ai&ou't
Rvteftie Pfeeioomeim

ARE PSYCHIC PHENOMENA real? Can 
a person be “possessed” by an outside 
entity? What happens to an individual 
after his death? Can we (and should we) 
communicate with those who have passed 
on? How can we cope with “spooky” 
experiences?

In recent months we have received 
many such inquiries concerning psychic 
occurrences. A woman wrote to find out 
where she could locate an exorcist. An
other came to learn how she could be 
freed of a “psychic cloud” that was 
making her depressed. Others told of 
experiences springing from watching a 
modern horror movie concerning psychic 
phenomena. One man inquired about our 
methods for handling “evil spirits” and 
told of an exorcist he knew who had spent

twenty-four hours fighting to expel a 
demon.

In view of this wide interest in psychic 
phenomena, we decided to do some re
search with regard to the Truth viewpoint 
on the subject. We came up with some 
very interesting answers.

First, we found that the intensified 
interest in psychic phenomena that is 
being publicized is not as new as it might 
appear. Writing more than thirty years 
ago, Charles and Cora Fillmore observed: ’ 
“Today men are breaking into the psychic 
realm as never before and, not being con
sciously unified with Spirit, are becoming 
entangled in their own mentality, in addi
tion to the psychic vibrations of the whole 
race. Often this leads to very unpleasant 
experiences.



“In fact all people are being quickened, 
and in the absence o f an understanding of 
Truth erratic states of mind are formed 
that cause fantastic notions about many 
things.”

Charles Fillmore provided many other 
answers that can be helpful to people who 
are concerned about psychic phenomena 
today.

Is there a psychic realm ?

There can be no question that there is a 
psychic realm, which is little understood. 
It is an intangible region which must be 
sensed or intuited, rather than examined 
by the five senses of physical living. For 
this reason, it may seem mysterious and 
even alarming at times.

The word psychic means “of the 
psyche, or mind; beyond natural or 
known physical processes.” Of course, 
thought processes are a part of our life and 
in this sense we are actually living in the 
psychic realm all the time. The psyche is 
one of the three phases of man’s nature, 
and it is important that we understand its 
function and put it in its proper place. As 
Fillmore says, “If man would become 
expert in handling scientifically the 
psychical forces, he should first get a 
thorough understanding of just what 
these forces are, and above all he should 
know that like other forces they are sub
servient to God’s law.”

Man is a threefold being: spirit, soul, 
and body. Each of us has a central core of 
spirit, or Christ, our God potential, and 
each has a physical body, a manifestation 
in material form. Between the two is the 
psyche, or “the soul in its many earthly 
experiences,” made up of “the sum total 
of consciousness, all that the individual 
has experienced.” It looks both to the 
inner and the outer for information and 
makes us the person we are at this particu
lar moment. The psychic area is that part

of us that thinks consciously and also 
receives intuitively. It encompasses our 
thoughts and feelings, our hopes and aspi
rations, our doubt and fears. It can be 
physically discerned only in the sense that 
inner experiences of thought and feeling 
are expressed in the physical manifesta
tion of our existence.

Of the three parts of our nature, the 
highest is spirit, where we are one with 
God. The lowest is the realm of our physi
cal expression. We find the psychic realm 
somewhere in between. Fillmore explains 
it in terms of vibration: “All creation is 
based on life activity or, as it is called in 
physical science, rates o f vibration. A cer
tain activity in the life current forms 
worlds on a plane, which we may call the 
physical; a little increase in the vibratory 
rate makes another system, which we may 
designate as the psychical; a still higher 
rate makes a universe where spiritual ideas 
prevail. These are all interlaced and inter- 
blended in the presence around and 
within us.”

Man inhabits three bodies simulta
neously, one in each plane. Everyone is 
familiar with the physical body with 
which we eat, talk, work, and generally 
fulfill our functions in the material world. 
Man also has a “body in the ether that is 
the counterpart of the physical,” and this 
is the psychic body. Above the psychic or 
soul vibration there is a higher body, the 
ideal man, the “image and likeness” of 
God, the spiritual pattern for man’s 
growth and development.

Many persons live almost wholly in the 
consciousness of themselves as physical 
beings. Others have cultivated an ability 
to live largely within the mind or psychic 
experience. Because they live largely in 
the area of intangible expression, they are 
particularly susceptible to psychic influ
ences. Fillmore explains: “It is possible to 
think of the psychic body and cultivate its 
sensations until it appears as real as the 
physical. Many persons have done this



until they have formed a psychic world 
consciousness and are often unable to 
separate it from the physical. To them the 
realm of thought forms is the finality of 
creation instead o f the mental pictures of 
that which is about to appear.”

The physical body is the outer projec
tion of the psychic body. Without the 
psychic body, there could be no physical 
body. But this is not all of man. The 
highest rate of vibration is found in the 
spiritual body, the divine pattern. When 
the psychic phase of man’s nature is put in 
tune with the divine pattern, it is raised to 
a higher level of expression and is divinely 
protected by the essence of Spirit.

Yes, there is a psychic realm, and it be
hooves us to understand it and make sure 
that it takes its proper place in our life, 
that it serves us in the right way.

Are psychic phenomena real?
A phenomenon is “anything extremely 

unusual.” and by its very nature the 
psych ic realm is bound to produce 
unusual events and disturbances. Man’s 
only contact with the psychic sphere is by 
means of senses beyond the physical 
feelers of taste, touch, sight, hearing, and 
smell, and man as a whole at this time is 
primarily oriented to material living. 
However, he has always been intrigued by 
the occult or secret, and so the psychic 
sphere holds all sorts of mysteries and 
exciting possibilities for mortal man. 
Some so-called psychic phenomena are 
the product of the tricks man’s mind may 
play on him; others originate in the 
thought substance in which we all live. 
From his viewpoint on the physical plane, 
man has difficulty understanding those 
things which he cannot interpret in a 
physical way, and so he is puzzled not 
only by these tricks of his mind, but also 
by any influences that he may allow to 
enter from the psychic realm.

No metaphysician would deny that 
there is a psychic realm, and we know that

there are psychic phenomena that are not 
completely understood. Many people 
have reported visits from the soul of a * 
loved one who has recently left the body. 
Others go to great lengths trying to con
tact their lost loved ones and firmly • 
believe that they have talked to them. 
Some claim to have their own bodies in
habited by other entities, demons, or - 
earthbound souls. Premonitions, clair
voyance, clairaudience—all are psychic 
occurrences that are reported frequently. 
Ghosts seem to inhabit certain places.

From time to time, a boy or girl going 
through puberty becomes the center of *- 
strange disturbances. These may take the 
form of poltergeist activities in which a 
playful spirit is thought to send things 
flying about the room. Parapsychologists 
generally attribute these outbreaks to 
emotional conflicts within the uncon- >- 
scious nature of the growing child. These 
conflicts are thought to produce psychic 
energy which causes the strange happen
ings, and when the child’s trauma of 
growing up is past, the poltergeist activity 
stops.

Some apparent psychic phenomena are 
the product of an individual’s imagi
nation. Fillmore points out: “Exercised 
without Christ understanding, the imagi
nation becomes delusory. It is the image 
maker in the psychic; the clairvoyant may 
be deceived by its conjuring power. In 
itself it is not error, but it may, like all the 
other faculties, be used in erroneous 
ways.”

Many persons seeking to develop 
psychic powers live in a consciousness 
where the thoughts and images in their 
minds are more real to them than the 
physical world they live in. They think 
constantly of the psychic body and attune 
themselves to its sensations until they are 
unable to distinguish between the psychic 
and the physical planes. Fillmore has 
pointed out that there is only one sure 
guide in determining the truth or value of



[
psychic experiences: “One who enters the 
realm of spiritual ideas does not allow his 
consciousness to become confused with 
the mind pictures that flash into psychic 
sight.” The only sure defense against un- 

* wanted thought forms is cultivation of the 
spiritual plane as the area of expression. 

However, even after all imaginary expe- 
^ riences and tricks of the mind have been 

weeded out, there are still some phenom
ena unexplained. What about deceased 

1 loved ones who are contacted by means of 
a medium? Fillmore cautions: “Persons 
who sit in seances are taking a great risk. 

J Instead of really getting in touch with 
their loved ones they are apt to make con
tact with psychic forces of a low order 
that tend to weaken their faith in God.” 

It is not denied that certain experiences 
of a psychic nature may take place. The 

- thought atmosphere in which we live is 
charged with the thoughts, feelings, and 
consciousness of persons living and dead, 
and anyone who opens himself to psychic 
experiences or sits in seances is likely to 
contact unwanted thoughts. The resulting 
experiences may not always be what he 
expected or even believes them to be. 
“The belief that all entities that speak 
through mediums are the spirits of dead 
people is not proved. The communica
tions are so fragmentary, and usually so 
inferior to the natural ability of the 
supposed egos delivering them, that those 
of wide investigation doubt the authen
ticity of the authorship. No great literary 
production, great scientific discovery, or 
great sermon has ever come from spirits, 
yet the country in which it is claimed that 
they exist should contain all the wise 
people who have lived on earth.”

“Every form in the universe has within 
it a thought picture or pattern. The form 
may be destroyed, but the picture en
dures. Man’s body is first a mental picture 
imprinted upon the ether or universal sub- 

v stance. When the body goes into dissolu
tion, the picture remains and stimulates

the consciousness of the five senses ... if 
it has had no higher activity. It is this 
sense-body shade that appears to the 
average psychic. These shades often float 
about like empty shells, without anima
tion or intelligence.”

According to Fillmore, psychic expe
riences should not be sought as such, 
because “the psychic atmosphere is filled 
with thoughts that are not in harmony 
with Divine Mind. These psychic thoughts 
are legion, and to overcome them one 
must be on one’s guard. Jesus said, 
‘Watch.’ This means that we should 
quicken our discernment and our ability 
to choose between the good and the evil.” 

On the other hand, one who is develop
ing his spiritual powers may receive good 
revelations from the psychic realm, not by 
making them ends in themselves, but by 
getting in tune with divine revelation 
through all channels. “We know now that 
every word that man utters makes an im
print in the astral ethers, and that, when 
there is consciousness of God life in the 
mind of the speaker, all his words become 
living identities and are perpetuated. Any
one who develops sufficient spiritual 
power may enter this book of life within 
the cosmic mind and read out o f its 
pages.”

There are many influences, both good 
and bad, in the psychic realm. It is per
fectly possible that psychic phenomena 
exist, but they are not to be sought. Many 
experiences thought to be excursions into 
the psychic region have been found to be 
the product of the individual’s mind or 
imagination.

Are these experiences “real”? They are 
as real as they appear to be to the person 
perceiving them, but they may originate 
either within him or in the thought sub
stance of the universe.
^ What about demons?

After viewing a recent movie dealing 
with a case of “possession,” many persons



began to feel that they were being con
trolled by a demon. Do demons exist? If 
so, what are they? Can evil spirits control 
a person against his will?

Bible stories tell of demons and of 
persons possessed by devils, but we must 
take care to understand the Biblical mean
ing of such tales. A person who by today’s 
standards would be considered mentally 
disturbed or insane would be said to be 
possessed by devils or demons in earlier 
times. Demons are not something that 
invades a person from outside, but nega
tive thoughts and feelings that are given 
power from inside. The Biblical story in 
which Jesus sent the demons into a herd 
of swine can be explained this way: “The 
demons of the parable represent error 
states of mind that have been quickened 
by Truth and are repentant. When one 
knows the work of Jesus in regenerating 
or reconstructing the mind and body and 
that this work is typical of what we have 
to do, one sees that negative thoughts 
have to be dealt with. One also under
stands that the demons or devils are error 
states of mind that have to be lifted up by 
the quickening power of Spirit.”

“Interpreted by the light of Truth, the 
words Devil, Satan, and evil spirit, as used 
in the Bible, do not refer to a person 
having form and power of evil but to a 
state of mind opposed to truth. . . .

“In the New Testament it was said of a 
person mentally unbalanced or insane, 
‘He hath a devil.’ This is one way of saying 
that a person’s thoughts oppose the 
natural order, balance, and sanity of the 
mind. Jesus Christ cast out such devils or 
opposing states of thought, thus healing 
the insane or obsessed.” These states of 
mind that obsess or possess a person’s 
thinking may be fear, anger, jealousy, or 
the person’s belief that he is controlled by 
some negative power.

While most cases of possession can be 
attributed to the predominance of nega
tive thoughts and feelings, in rare cases a

person may have allowed himself to be 
influenced by the psychic entity or 
thought body of one who has passed on. * 
Of these, Fillmore says: “If intense inter
est or intense feeling has been projected 
into the body at the time of dissolution, it • 
will be reflected in the shade or ghost. The 
moving picture of a tragedy may be re
peated in the astral until the film is broken - 
up. These are the ‘demons’ of Bible times 
and the ‘evil spirits’ of today. The Christ 
mind has supreme dominion over them 
and can cast them out at will.”

In all cases of “possession,” whether it 
is a possession by strong fears or other k- 
negative feelings or by psychic influences, 
Fillmore recommends exorcism by means 
of the same methods Jesus used. Under no 
circumstances should one fight or resist 
either a strong thought or a psychic shade. 
That which is resisted resists in return— " 
this is the law of the universe. Jesus said, 
“Do not resist one who is evil,” and Paul 
carried the instruction one step further, 
“Do not be overcome by evil, but over
come evil with good.”

Thus Fillmore can say: “It does not 
really matter whether obsession is true,  ̂
whether there are devils in the air or in the 
earth or in anything. All those seeming 
demons will disappear into the sea of 
nothingness when you have developed the 
power of your own spirit. . . .

“The person who believes in a power _ 
seeking to harm him is merely the victim 
of his own mistaken thinking. The truth 
sets him free, and the truth is that God, 
the good, is the only power. As one persis
tently holds to the truth that only the 
good is real, one utterly dispels any seem
ing power opposed to the good.

“The Devil is overcome by denying his 
existence and by affirming universal 
Christ love for God and all men.” 0

An exaggeration is a truth that has lost 
its temper.—Kahlil Gibran.



WRITTEN IN THE SNOW
By June O'Neill

I walk out into the crisp newness o f a 
snow-covered dawn. The pines, frosted 
with white, frame the sunrise, where a 
sliver of moon keeps company with the 
bright morning star.

I breathe in the sharp fresh air, and I am 
exuberant with life. The sparkling snow 
has covered all things togethei^the beau
tiful and the not-so-beautiful—with its 

' soft white blessing.
I notice the path of my tracks behind 

me. This morning my path is a visible one, 
yet with sudden clear insight I see that 
wherever we walk, we leave an imprint—a 
“trail” where we have been, for good or 
ill. The paths we take always matter, 
always form a pattern of change, just as

these tracks have marked the snow.
My footprints converge for a time with 

those of another lone early-riser, whose 
name I do not know. Life is like that: we 
walk sometimes together, sometimes 
altering the patterns of persons we may 
not ever meet, by the way we have chosen 
our course.

The dawn is radiant, glowing pink now, 
promising warmth to melt the snow and 
obliterate the tracks. This too is a parable, 
about seeing and appreciating the fragile, 
precious now—not longing for and la
menting yesterday’s green grassy earth, 
not fearing tom orrow’s hazardous ice, but 
living in and loving this clear, crystal now.

It is a joy to discover these lessons writ
ten in the snow. 0



Cosmic Patriotism 
for America

By ROLAND GAMMON

FAITH AND FREEDOM are inseparably 
connected, and individual freedom should 
prefigu re infinite freedom. Personal 
liberty should lead to personal liberation. 
An expanding consciousness in millions of 
men and women today must encourage 
not only earnest social action, but also an

ever-higher experience of that inmost self 
whose essence is freedom. All aspiring 
New Age religions must be religions of 
freedom; ideally, they must produce per
son s o f  liberated consciousness and 
Christed character in their private virtue 
and public ways. No other individual faith



or collective goal is sublime enough for 
the space age now dawning.

Today’s living faiths must heed the 
beacon rays now reaching us from the for
ward frontiers o f science. Any old or new 
dispensation worthy of the name must be 
based on science’s ever-clearer picture of a 
universe of purposeful mind, ineffable 
music, and conscious energy. Indeed, 
m odern sc ien ce—especially nuclear 
physics, parapsychology, and holistic 
biology—has revealed an integral order of 
nature in which limitless mind or spirit is 
the only “substance”; the so-called space- 
time world of physical phenomena is seen 
to arise from a nonmaterial, multidimen
sional ground where mind is paramount.

In short, the supersensible or, if you will, 
the metaphysical world has been rein
stated by science and that means to our 
theological advantage that the traditional 
Christian dichotomy of mind and matter, 
body and soul, man and God has been 
subsumed into one luminous Whole of 
which each one of us is a living part. As 
Werner Heisenberg, Germany’s greatest 
ph ilosoph er-physic ist, has stated 
it: “When examining nature and the uni
verse, instead of looking for and discover
ing objective things or qualities, man en
counters himself.”

In the postwar period, a new concor
dance o f agreement about ultimate real
ity, or the nature of things, has arisen 
among physicists, parapsychologists, and 
contemporary mystics. Although all three 
investigations have different starting 
points and usually different philosophies 
of life, they arrive at the same general con
clusion: sense data, intellectual analysis 
and rational process (the so-called com
mon-sense way of observing the world), 
no longer suffice in providing a true 
picture of reality; rather, there is a more 
efficient way of gaining knowledge than 
through the senses (I call it the mystical- 
scientific way), and this picture of how- 
the-universe-works is a mental metaphysi
cal one. In this dramatically simple, gradu
ally-agreed construct of both visible and 
invisible reality, the physicist, the para
psychologist, and the mystic not only 
agree with each other but also with the 
ancient seers and serious sensitives of the 
race. An infinite Oneness unifies all things 
and, as living parts of nature, all human 
beings participate in this cosmic harmony.

Paradoxical as it may seem, even a 
casual selection of the commentaries of 
modem leaders in these three seemingly- 
unrelated disciplines proves that a new 
unified worldview or nonphysical con
struct of what is now emerges. In the 
following interrelated quotations, various 
modern poets, physicists, and parapsy-



chologists from various parts of the world 
(here use of the word modern obviously 
encompasses the past hundred years) 
demonstrate the timeless unity of exis
tence. Personal faith no longer need go 
unsupported by enlightened science. 
These are affirmations of the same basic 
truth or boundless chain of being:

Sir Arthur Eddington:
“The final stuff of the world is mind- 
stuff.”

Robert Browning:
“I but open my eyes—and perfection 
fullfronts me,
And God is seen God—in the star, in 
the stone,
In the flesh, in the soul and the 
clod.”

Wolfgang Pauli:
“The concept of Complementarity 
(suggests) ... it would be the more 
satisfactory solution, if mind and 
body could be interpreted as com
plementary aspects of the same real
ity.”

Elmer Green:
“Science is beginning to confirm 
many of our religious and mystical 
traditions. In the past science has 
been criticized as the antithesis of 
religion, but today a body of evi
dence is growing which indicates 
that the higher levels of conscious 
awareness are not only a reality but 
also a legitimate business of science. 
The former private reserve of the 
mystics and the occultists is now in



the public domain.”
Sir James Jeans:

“The Great Architect of the universe 
now begins to appear as a pure 
mathematician.”

Gerald Manley Hopkins:
“The world is charged with the 
grandeur of God.”

Rabindranath Tagore:
“It is I who bloom in the flowers, 
spread in the grass, flow in the water, 
scintillate in the stars, live in the lives 
o f men of all ages.”

Cyril T. Tucker:
“Our universe is a vast energy field 
from a single infinite source, our 
Creator, with an infinite number of 
material, mental, and electromag
netic manifestations. We, as indi
viduals, are an integrated group of 
these energy fields, and it behooves 
us to try to resonate in harmony 
with this cosmic symphony.”

James Lane:
“The rhythms of our solar system- 
even to the exactitude of number- 
are repeated in miniature in the 
processes of the body.”
This is the immense good news o f the 

emerging planetary age. This good news, 
in turn, becomes the basis of our new dis
pensation, grounded in an all-pervading 
reality authenticated by science, enkin
dling a joyful spirit and heroic mood long 
missing in many Americans today, and 
magnifying the global good works which a 
aumane social gospel inspires. Therefore, 
persons of good will everywhere can now 
rediscover their divine identity and uni
versal mission in interpreting this good 
lews to all mankind. The infallible test for 
my viable, twentieth-century religion is 
whether its view of reality deepens, rather 
than diminishes, one’s participation in the 
tremendous issues of life in the world.

Years ago, as a boy in Maine, I stood in 
the May moonlight beside a glistering 
ake. Suddenly, in the forest quiet as I

watched the moon-silvered waves and 
heard the winds stir the tall pines, the 
solitary scene dissolved in an ocean of 
light. Behind, beneath, and above— 
indeed, bursting from trees, thicket, 
flowers, stones, waves, and star-clad 
sky—there glowed a light that enveloped 
and dissolved me in its beauty. A heart
piercing joy lifted me up; a tremendous 
felicity thrilled my being even as it con
firmed my youthful yearning for what the 
saints call “union with God.”

In that silent opening I knew the uni
verse was a living, luminous emanation of 
God himself; that the continuous, creative 
Presence sustained every field, flower, 
flake, scatter of stars, and miracle of life; 
that, if the Presence should ever be with
drawn, the world would vanish; that, as 
the prophets and poets had foretold, 
every human being is the individual em
bodiment of divine being and the whole 
purpose of life is to realize that divinity 
here and now.

This mystical experience is cited, not as 
an exercise in egotism, but rather as a 
personal pointer toward the absolute that 
animates and surrounds us. Realizing that 
rationalists, positivists, and most material
istic scientists reject subjective experience 
as irrelevant, I nonetheless want to affirm 
as real that inner light or cosmic con
sciousness which the higher sciences now 
suggest is the reality behind appearance. 
To enjoy this direct perception is to expe
rience the self of the Self and “that by 
which the world is pervaded.” To have 
known such life-expanding experiences 
not only validates writing about them, but 
also clarifies one’s intuitive vision that the 
knower and the known, the spectator and 
the spectacle, the inner and outer truth, 
are one and the same. What in ancient 
days was called the World Soul or Divine 
Logos becomes today the noosphere of 
Tielhard de Chardin, the psychomagnetic 
field of Arthur Koestler, or the world 
mind of Aldous Huxley. “The develop-



atomic physics,” wrote the distinguished 
Danish physicist Niels Bohr, “forces us to 
an attitude recalling ancient wisdom, that 
when searching for harmony in life one 
must never forget that in the drama of 
existence we are ourselves both actors and 
spectators.”

The religious man is the only true revo
lutionary. Today, almost everyone knows 
that there is a world revolution going on 
and that this total transformation of life 
on earth is composed of many interrelated 
human upheavals variously labeled the 
technological revolution, the black revolt, 
the communications explosion, the global 
youthquake, the radicalization of values, 
“power to the people” groups, women’s 
liberation, pop art, the ecumenical, 
ecological, and free education move
ments. Almost none, on the other hand, 
seems to realize that the revolution under
girding and unifying these interacting up
heavals is the scientific spiritual revolu
tion. In sum, even as modem science pro
vides a world consensus that reinstates the 
nonmaterial or spiritual substratum of 
nature, so each awakening individual can 
undertake his own pursuit of identity, 
significance, and ever-higher realization of 
the personal self. Inevitably, the search 
for sacredness is on; or, in Carl Jung’s ring
ing words, “We moderns are faced with 
the necessity of rediscovering the life of 
the spirit; we must experience it anew for 
ourselves.” So it is central to America’s 
recovery of both the lost radiance of reli
gion and the revolutionary zeal of leader
ship that we recognize and understand the 
new man, the new age, and the integral 
order of reality that the highest science 
now establishes. Here, or nowhere, is the 
metaphysical basis for the relevant reli
gious philosophy, social action and work, 
word and worship needed for inter
national brotherhood and world peace.

New-age man can now embark on his 
greatest adventure—the discovery of the 
self and the unity of that self with all life.

Our needed renewal, if it comes at all, will 
come from within ourself, and it will be 
centered in the prayerful awareness that 
each one of us is a living universe; that 
each one of us, however fitfully, is capable 
of rebirth; and that each of us embodies 
the same love-lighted stuff that fires the 
atoms and fuels the stars. Emerson, as 
usual, put it in an old-new way: “We know 
that we live not for ourselves alone and 
that life is not a thing of shreds and 
patches, but a thing of potentially glo
rious unity.” The sage of the Upanishads 
makes it as new as tomorrow: “He who is 
the Self in the sun and he who is the Self in 
man are one and the same.”

Because both individual growth and 
cooperative action demand it, we must 
study these universe-making arts and 
sciences and make them part of our daily 
work as well as our Sunday worship. In 
every worthy new-age faith, every indi
vidual and every church must be free; 
there can be no desired uniformity ol 
approach and action in incorporating 
transcendental (or what psychologist 
Abraham Maslow called “transhuman”) 
truth into our official pronouncements oi 
personal philosophies. The important 
thing for all of us—ministers and laymen, 
mystics and activists, managers and home
makers—is to take up the task, rediscovei 
the life of the spirit and the “new” spiri
tual universe, move out in love to offer the 
lonely and the lost, the ardent youth and 
the unchurched adult of our time a fulfill
ing faith that squares with the science that 
nurtured them.

And lest Americans become more 
dreary, divided, and unattractive to others 
than we now appear, let us not undertake 
this necessary renaissance in a mood ol 
personal invective or political quibbling 
Rather, in the higher unitive vision which 
science and religion foster, let each be
liever add his invisible mite to the radianl 
whole and rejoice to see America’s cosmic 
patriotism reborn. <S



PATOUS FOB SElfUNFOLOMENT
.. challenging and inspiring patterns of lessons and exercises through which you may 
earn to realize for yourself, to experience at firsthand, and to express more fully and 
reely the infinite spiritual potential that is within each and all . ..

*Y RANDOLPH AND LEDDY SCHMELIG

tear Student:
In your life and in your understanding 

>f Truth, things are beginning to “fit to- 
ether.” The experience is somehow like 
lending a broken cup; none of the pieces 
an contain a cupful, but when they are 
arefully glued in place, the cup can be 
illed. As negative attitudes and disjointed 
oncepts are harmonized by a growing

consciousness o f the spiritual oneness of 
all things, life holds immeasurable bless
ings. Answers and results begin to come to 
you; ideas and outer conditions begin to 
fall into place.

But as things begin to fall into place for 
you, resist formulating any set doctrine. 
Let general principles of Truth imply 
particulars. Change in your ideas about



any details—be flexible. However, hold 
always to basic Truth, for that alone is 
changeless!

PATTERN FIVE
Learn ing A bundance 

Lesson 1: Recognition
The wholeness you are experiencing is a 

dynamic demonstration that God is love. 
This is not a static experience, but a real
ization that is ever growing in magnitude, 
ever increasing in meaning. You have 
begun to perceive the nature of divine 
love. This love ever increases, never 
lessens; this love is never lacking, but is 
always full. Dwell on this quality of divine 
love, contemplate it, grow in it, express 
it—and all that is in need of healing in your 
life is perfectly healed, all that is wanting 
in your life is freely given.

It is good to pause for a moment and 
know for yourself, “I am loved.” Know 
that you are loved with an everlasting, all- 
encompassing love. Divine love is sweet 
beyond words, pure beyond description. 
Think o f this love. Repeat the words 
“God is love” over and over again until 
you reach a sense o f certainty, a peaceful 
recognition o f this truth. Become still for 
a moment and let that perfect love per
vade your being.

* * * *
As you contemplate the idea that God 

is love, your conception o f God may 
change somewhat. Often in the study of 
religion, God may seem an abstraction, a 
universal “law” or transcending “prin
ciple” that is somehow remote from your 
life. But when it is realized fully that God 
is love, this concept must expand. God is 
abstract, universal, absolute, but God is 
also Father, close and real.

There may be a slight hesitancy on the 
part of some to accept this apparently 
“personal” and thus “limited” attribute 
of God. However, a “personal” God who 
is all-loving and dynamic in very imme

diate ways at the same time retains all the 
transcendence of absolute law and prin
ciple. God is law, but not cold law; He is 
reality—living reality!

There is a universal law of healing and 
prosperity that can be applied in everyday 
life, there is a transcendent, “giving” 
quality of Divine Mind; yet this changeless 
principle is active and responsive to you in 
inexpressibly tender, personal ways. God 
is infinite, law, principle, yet He is at the 
same time loving Father-personal and 
near, the Provider of all good.

The core of this teaching is that God is 
all, that there is an inherent divine unity in 
the universe: “There is an all-sufficiency 
of all things. There is a kingdom of abun
dance of all things.” Further clarification 
of this idea is given in the works of Charles 
Fillmore:

God is an intangible essence. Matter 
is a mental limitation of the divine 
substance whose vital and inherent 
character is manifest in all life ex
pression.

God is the formless. God sub
stance lies back of matter and form.
It is the basis of all form yet does not 
enter into any form as a finality. . . . 
This unfailing resource is always 
ready to give ... it must give, for 
that is its nature (Charles Fillmore, 
Dynamics for Living).
Reread these words and think carefullj 

about the ideas behind them—search foi 
the highest meaning. God is an intangible 
essence, divine substance, formless, the 
basis of all form, unfailing resource. Ir 
this sense, G od’s giving, all-providinj 
nature is a changeless law, as God ii 
changeless. Infinite plenty is at hand 
available and accessible to all. This is e 
pleasant, uplifting idea. As you reach ai 
understanding of this idea, you may fee 
that the map to a hidden treasure has jus 
been placed before you. Yet in anothe 
way of explaining the nature of God 
Charles Fillmore wrote:



The Father’s desire (law) for us is 
un lim ited good. . . . The Father 
gives us all that He has and is when 
we return to the consciousness of His 
house o f plenty (Charles Fillmore, 
Dynamics for Living).
Here is not only the map to the trea

sure, but the treasure chest brought to 
you, opened for you, and the treasure 
placed in your hands. The Father gives 
unlimited good. God is your inexhaustible 
and ready supply. Out o f Him all good 
flows, in Him all good exists. This law of 
infinite abundance is not a cold, lifeless 
metaphysical concept, but a living reality 
that you can experience. God is law, but 
law full o f joy.

He is the treasure, and the Giver of all 
treasure. For God is also love—boundless, 
unfailing, gentle, all-forgiving. God is 
intangible, formless substance, yet God is 
also loving Father.

God is one, however variously ex
pressed or known. The truth that right 
thought, word, and action naturally 
attract blessings o f every kind does not 
inherently contradict the truth that God, 
the Father, lovingly gives you personally 
all that is good as fully and freely as you 
will receive it.

As you recognize God as your loving 
Father, almost immediately you begin to 
feel the quality of love kindled in you. 
The law of infinite abundance becomes 
real for you through divine love. As you 
dwell on that divine love, you begin to 
experience love increasing and unfolding 
within you. Here is wholeness, peace, 
beauty, perfection, and abundance ex
pressed. This love is the most powerful 
attracting force in the universe, for 
through it you receive healing, you attract 
right companionship and harmonious 
conditions, and by it you are prospered. 
This essential truth emerges out o f these 
ideas:

This divine Substance—call it 
God, creative energy, or whatever

you will—is ever abiding within us, 
and stands ready to manifest itself in 
whatever form you and I need or 
wish to manifest... It is the same 
yesterday, today, and forever. Our 
desire is the cup that shapes the form 
o f its coming, and our trust—the 
highest form of faith—sets the time 
and degree (H. Emilie Cady, H ow l 
Used Truth).
Like the loving parent, God holds back 

nothing from the beloved child, but gives 
all without qualification, without count
ing, as generously as the stars are given. 
You need only look to Him as your 
infinite, loving supply. Let your thoughts 
center on this affirmation:

I recognize God, the Father, as the 
Source o f  all good.

* * * *
Resting in this thought, you experience 

a deep peace, a sense of a “giving,” all
providing presence responding to you, en
folding you. Hold to this feeling, rejoice in 
its nearness to you throughout every 
moment and circumstance o f life, for in 
this experience you are attuned to abso
lute healing, understanding, and fulfill
ment. You recognize, close at hand, the 
source o f all good.

There is that within every human 
being which is capable of being 
brought forth into the material, 
everyday life o f any person as the 
abundance o f every good thing that 
he may desire (H. Emilie Cady, How 
I Used Truth).
The words “there is that within” 

indicate that it is necessary at the outset 
to turn inward and recognize God as the 
Source of all good. Spiritual understand
ing always begins with this step. It in
volves a setting aside o f all outer business, 
a turning away from all previously held 
notions. This is, in effect, as is every 
prayer, a recognition of the omnipotence 
of God. As you think in this way, you are 
rejecting appearances as final, and turning



to the Father within for the highest under
standing, knowing that only God can 
satisfy. Through Him, all good is accom
plished. From Him comes all happiness, 
all healing, all peace, and all supply. In this 
awareness, affirm joyously:

I recognize God, the Father, as the
Source o f  all good.

* * * *
The idea of “all good” is a tremendous 

challenge to the mind, yet through that 
divine Self of you, this truth is natural and 
easy. The good that is inherent in every 
day, in every object, in every individual, is 
a manifestation of God, the good omnipo
tent. Think of this; let this great idea up
lift and enlighten you.

God is the Source o f all good.
* * * *

Remember that the Source of all good 
is “within every human being”—not with
in one more than another. If you have 
been thinking that because some other 
person seems to have a greater abundance 
of health, comfort, happiness, or oppor
tunity, you may be in some way less 
“worthy” or “capable,” let that kind of 
th inking be transformed now. Such 
limited concepts will not hold for you; 
they are out of place with the Truth you 
know. Go beyond these limits, and rely on 
God “within every human being which is 
capable”—infinitely capable. This capa
bility includes both ability and capacity. 
That is, you are divinely able to do un
limited good and to receive with infinite 
measure, for you are loved with an un
limited, infinite love.

In this sense, you are the eternal coin of 
the universe that never loses its value. By 
your very being, you attract all that is 
good and beautiful and real. If you would 
have health, happiness, prosperity, you 
must realize that within you is the 
matched value of infinite good. Know 
that all the good you desire is already pre
pared for you.

You do not “purchase” blessings by

your good words or deeds; you draw bless
ings to you naturally and easily by ex
pressing the infinite loving Spirit that is 
your true Self. This is not a matter of re
ward or o f exchanging right words and 
actions for some desired good. How can 
there be a bargaining between eternity 
and eternity, between infinite and infi
nite? Only turn to the Father and receive 
abundantly. You need not wonder 
whether or not you “deserve” any desired 
thing. You do not need to supplicate, to 
beg, for any needed thing. The loving 
Father is ready now to give you every 
blessing.

Remember that the true Self of you is 
pure, sinless, perfect, heir to all good. 
That which is limitless and perfect attracts 
only that which is limitless and perfect. 
Look out upon infinite good in the world, 
and look inward upon infinite good in 
your own being—then you recognize that 
all you could want is already your own, 
without cost or limit.

It is a good experience to look up at the 
sun and see that there is always more sun
light than can be gathered or absorbed or 
used or taken in. There is more of the 
world than can be gathered or absorbed or 
used or taken in. There is more of the sky, 
more of space, than can be gathered or 
absorbed or used or taken in. This wonder 
of abundance is all around you, ready to 
be recognized.

In your mind, be transported out of the 
narrow limits of this room, this house, this 
building; be lifted above the ceiling, be 
expanded beyond the walls. Stretch over 
continents and rise into the sky and into 
space. Feel this infinite abundance; it is 
measureless without end. Feel the large
ness of the universe.

* * * *
You can hardly think these thoughts 

w ithout sitting straight and inhaling 
deeply. Think: “What is this in me that 
responds so willingly and freely to 
infinity? Surely I, too, am eternal, limit-



less, vast beyond measure. All this is with
out end, and I am without end.”

When you look up at the stars and try 
to count them, you soon lose count and 
find yourself lost among them somehow. 
Pause while you are still looking up and be 
aware o f the leadings o f your thoughts. 
What is indicated to you? Do you feel 
almost transported out of the finite to a 
sense of the infinite? You cannot really 
think thoughts of lack and limitation 
here, for you respond naturally to this 
greatness with an inner greatness, a “large
ness” from within.

You recognize that you have this spiri
tual quality o f largeness when you think 
of a star shining thousands of light years 
away and know that somehow it is con
tained within you; when you look out on 
a borderless expanse of ocean and know 
that somehow it is contained within you; 
when you examine curiously a tree of 
hundreds o f branches, thousands of 
leaves, myriad veins and patterns on each, 
and know that somehow all is contained 
within you.

In this mood o f thought, you sense the 
all-encompassing, all-containing nature of 
God. It is right to feel awe at creation, and 
it is right to feel awe even at your own 
awareness. It is right to feel love, for this 
all-pervading largeness of the universe, of 
all things great and small, is love abun
dantly expressed. It is fullness, it is suf
ficient in itself, without envy or lack or 
limitation. It is enough and more than 
enough.

Truly, God is love—boundless, limitless 
love. This abundant love is knowable as 
infinite supply; the key to experiencing 
abundance in life is in the recognition that 
the abundance of God is everywhere.

This universe is a boundless expression 
of the infinite love o f God. It is inex
haustible as the love o f God, it is unfailing, 
endless as the love o f God. Yet through 
your perfect inner Self you span the 
universe, you reach outward and inward

to receive infinite good, for you recognize 
that God Himself is abundance, every
where present.

Practice Exercise
Give thanks as you begin to work with 

this exercise that within you are infinite 
wisdom and limitless capacity to receive 
your good. Whatever material possessions, 
prosperous conditions, or spiritual insight 
you need are already prepared for you; 
you have only to recognize God as the 
Source of all good, and let your mind be 
open to receive His abundance.

Become still and think o f God, your 
loving Father, who is omnipresent, tran
scending all appearances, yet present and 
real in all things. His love enfolds you now 
and stands ready at this moment to pour 
out to you infinite good.

As you hold to this idea, affirm with 
inner assurance:

God, the Father, is the Source o f 
all good.

*  *  *  *

To guide your thinking to full recog
nition of this truth, make a list in your 
Spiritual Diary o f all the good things and 
conditions you now enjoy in your life. 
Add to this list often during the month as 
your awareness of the good around you 
increases. Be specific in your list; try to 
include as many o f the blessings in your 
life as you can. You may want to list 
home, possessions, car, food, clothing, 
money; and you may wish to expand this 
list to include friendships, marriage, chil
dren, your individual freedom, good 
health, abilities, your work, entertain
ment, and so on.

As you record these blessings, pause 
and consciously bless each item on your 
list. Close your eyes after each item you 
write and as you think of it with praise 
and thanksgiving, affirm:

I  recognize God, the Father, as the 
Source o f this good.

* * * *



It may be difficult not to resist this 
affirmation with the limiting thought that 
you y ou rse lf bought, produced, or 
brought to yourself this particular bless
ing completely on your own, or else that it 
came from some other source than God. 
But the beginning o f a consciousness of 
abundance is in the full recognition that 
God, God alone, is the ultimate Source of 
all good. Bless yourself and others as 
“secondary sources” of your good, and 
know that in these ways God’s infinite 
love and supply is wonderfully expressed.

You may find as you think o f these 
things that an attitude of joy and satisfac
tion begins to prevail in your mind. As 
you look at the list of your good, when 
you begin to feel almost the same wonder 
and gladness that you feel when you lose 
count of stars, or marvel at the expanse of 
nature, you are truly reaching a conscious
ness of abundance.

As you turn to God as the Source of all 
that is good, you begin to delight in the 
world, in life itself, even more fully than

LETTERS ABOUT “PATTERNS”

The series “Patterns for Self-Unfoldment” has 
certainly been o f great benefit to me. . . . Bless
ings on the authors for expressing their under
standing so well to help others, and on Unity for 
printing and distributing them.— E.R., British 
Columbia. I

I have been following your articles in UNITY 
Magazine now ever since the “Patterns” series 
began. No doubt for many o f your readers, the 
scheme o f development came as both a surprise 
and a revelation. At least, it was so to me . . . but 
perhaps for different reasons.

You see, all my life—since I was a little girl—I 
have been following this kind o f method, almost 
instinctively. I have literally volumes o f spiritual

before. The pen or pencil you write with, 
the comfortable chair you sit in, the 
sound of the rain, a smile, can all be recog
nized as blessings that fill every day.

Do not be impatient in what seems like 
merely “counting your blessings,” for in 
this activity you reach the awareness that 
your life has a spiritual “largeness” about 
it that reflects the largeness of the uni
verse. The loving presence of God fills 
every day with infinite abundance, and all 
things are enough and more than enough.

Your recognition that God is the under
lying principle in the universe, that He is 
embodied in all that exists, becomes real 
and fulfilling as you realize that you are 
personally blessed. You are the beloved 
child o f an infinite and loving Father, and 
you are unfolding in wonderful ways! Let 
every day be a celebration of His abun
dance everywhere present, and let your 
thinking be attuned to receive infinite 
good. In joy and expectation, affirm: 0

God is the Source o f all good.

journals that give a rather detailed and complete 
account o f  my journey on the path. I suppose 
part o f this is due to the fact that I was an only 
child; and therefore “no one understood me,” 
and so I early “discovered” my own soul . . . 
which is the purpose o f a Spiritual Diary, isn’t it?

You have done such a marvelous job o f pre
senting both the reason and the means o f  accom
plishing this.—L.L., California.

Thank you for your articles in UNITY Maga
zine. I have tried to follow your ideas, but so 
often you suggest writing in my Spiritual Diary. 
Something must be wrong with me—I have 
nothing to write!

Can you please help a fellow traveler along the 
way? I am trying and seem to have so little 
success in what I do. Thank you for any help you 
can give me.—M.K., Illinois.
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Overchoice
BY CHARLES LELLY

V________________ J

WHEN WE ARE on the spiritual path, one 
of our most important actions is making 
wise choices. There are literally thousands 
of people, through speech, literature, or 
commercial advertisements, vying for our 
attention and promising spiritual fulfill
ment if we choose their ways or methods.

When we look back on our progress 
along the spiritual path, we readily be
come aware o f our past errors in judg
ment. However, most of us learn from our 
mistakes and ultimately realize that no

matter how much we have borrowed from 
others, we had to sift it through the filter 
of our own being. Whatever gain we have 
made has become part of our very nature.

As we gain in maturity, we choose less 
and less impulsively and more and more 
carefully, recognizing that wrong choices 
can nullify vast gains. It takes a great deal 
of effort and fortitude to climb up the 
ladder—but you can fall off in an instant!

How many times in the past have we 
enthusiastically proclaimed our new view 
to be the “end of our search”—and then 
later realized that it was only another rung 
on the ladder of spiritual growth.

Wise choice is becoming increasingly 
more difficult as modem technology 
spreads its influence throughout the 
world. You may say, “What has material 
progress to do with spiritual growth?” It 
has everything to do with it! One of the 
earliest lessons one learns on the spiritual 
path is that we cannot isolate body, mind, 
or soul in airtight compartments. Each is 
an aspect of the whole, and the apparent 
separateness is only due to the limitation 
of language. We often conceive the physi
cal body as separate from the mind or 
soul, but if we are living it is impossible to 
separate them. Why would yogis spend so 
much e ffo r t  try ing to bring the 
body/mind under control if it were as easy 
as it sounds?

A serious condition exists today for all 
of us—a condition that saps our strength, 
confuses our mind, and veils our spiritual 
source. The condition is overchoice . . . 
too many possible choices, more than the 
mind can handle.

When you next go into one of the 
modem merchandising emporiums, cover
ing a city block, try to remember your 
subtle reactions to the multitudinous 
objects before you. Ask yourself what 
you are feeling, what you are experiencing 
from the environment.

For example, go to the counter that



holds toothpastes. Which one is best? 
Most economical? Best tasting? Most 
efficacious? The choices are mind-bog
gling. Then try to pick a new shampoo, a 
deodorant, or a new lawnmower from a 
hundred different manufacturers and 
countless options.

After observing your reactions to the 
arena of stimulation, you will probably 
experience exhaustion, confusion, and 
undefined anxiety.

If you are to continue your spiritual 
growth, you will need to learn how to 
simplify your desires, your needs, your 
choices. You cannot retire from society 
without becoming a hermit. The only 
avenue open to you is to begin con
sciously to recognize the risks in over
choice and begin eliminating unnecessary 
exposure to it.

It is difficult . . . but then, spiritual 
progress has never been easy! ©

a me
<

I WANTED TO know more about the 
Christ consciousness—that ultimate, eter
nal, oneness with perfection that I keep 
hearing about. I wanted to know how I 
can attain it, for it seems so hard to lift 
myself into an awareness of this perfec
tion, to replace criticism with love, and to

overcome past thought habits. The Truth 
principles I hear explained sometimes 
sound so lofty and abstract when I need 
them warm, meaningful, and functioning 
in my daily experiences.

I wanted to know these things, so I 
asked. In my time alone with God, I just



asked. I explained my need, and then, 
conscious of His presence and with great 
anticipation, I waited.

And, as I waited, He answered. In a 
voice not apart from me and in words that 
were not spoken but felt, He answered.

He told me that the Christ conscious
ness is everywhere equally present, and 
that it is not like a prize awarded for work 
well done. It is not something to attain 
but something to become aware of. He 
said that my part in the process of be
coming aware wouldn’t take place like a 
giant leap, bringing me suddenly into the 
midst of perfection, or even like climbing 
straight up a ladder, each rung higher and 
the last a step to the Christ perfection. He 
suggested that instead, the process of 
awareness takes place gradually, like the 
spiral o f a winding staircase, a bedspring, 
or a curled ribbon (except, of course, that 
it has no beginning or end). A spiral builds 
upon itself as it goes around and around, 
and it progresses a little with each turn. He 
assured me, “I am with you always”—in 
and through each turn, seeking to fill with 
good any opening thought has made. And 
for my efforts to move upward when I feel 
I’m standing still, He gave me His words: 
“Consider the lilies of the field . . . they 
neither toil nor spin.”

I saw the spiral clearly, and I realized 
how aptly it symbolized my life’s pattern. 
Then, in a flood of light, the spiral 
stretched, expanded, and broadened. The 
line that spiraled upward before became 
many strands, woven and tied together 
like macrame. It was wide and rich-look
ing, varied, soft but strong, smooth and 
solid in some places with holes and knots 
in other places. And the golden glow that 
reflected off each thread was the Christ 
perfection. It didn’t seem to be any 
specific thread; it was just there.

Now I saw it all in complete under
standing. I saw my oneness with all cre
ation. The Christ within me, clear out to 
the farthest reaches of the universe, is

woven into a design of perfection.
Then He gave His wisdom to the knots 

in my macrame spiral, (after all, didn’t I 
ask in the beginning about my over- 
comings?). I heard these words dis
tinctly: “I don’t desire these knots for 
you, but they can push you into greater 
awareness if you let them. Don’t try to rip 
the knots out. Instead, weave them into 
the total design. Use them to bring your 
loose strands together. Give your atten
tion to the strengthening function of the 
knots rather than the frustration of their 
entanglements. And notice in your design 
how much smoothness there is between 
the knots, and see how it curves upward.”

The smoothness! I hadn’t even noticed 
it because I was so busy trying to get the 
knots out. Now I could see it, and I could 
almost stroke its loveliness in my mind. I 
could see that this was the beauty, good, 
and satisfaction woven in and out of my 
daily experiences. The knots were there 
and they developed strength, but the 
truth of each moment was in the character 
and design of the smoothness.

I wanted to know these things, so I 
asked. His answer was so meaningful that I 
knew I had experienced the perfection 
that He is, and that I am seeking to under
stand. 0

PROPERTY IS A BURDEN
By Ingrid Bernkopf

Property is a burden,
a liability too great
for most men to carry lightly.

Property as insurance
for tomorrow’s needs
is futile—
lest it be guided
by a very common sense.



This is a serialization o f Christ En
throned in Man, by Cora Fillmore. The 
book, originally published in 1937, has 
been revised and harmonized with Unity’s 
present understanding of the spiritual 
principles involved.

C h r i s t  E n t h r o n e d
in  /v V a n

Chapter XI <

Affirmation: Jesus Christ is now here 
raising me to His consciousness o f divine 
zeal. I enthusiastically express the inner 
spiritual urge.

THERE IS A LAW not learned from 
books, but a knowledge of which is innate 
in every soul. When this law is consciously 
recognized and set into action in daily life, 
the inner urgings of the soul strive to 
express in fullness.

This is the law Jesus wonderfully and 
dauntlessly upheld when He stood before 
the high priest at His trial before the 
Crucifixion. The high priest questioned 
Him concerning His teachings, and He

answered: “I have spoken openly to the 
world; I have always taught in synagogues 
and in the temple ... I have said nothing 
secretly.”

Jesus taught the law of divine enthu
siasm; dauntless and unconquerable, it 
brings into expression the wonderful 
quality we know as spiritual zeal. The 
action of spiritual zeal is one of the most 
powerful laws operative in the kingdom of 
the heavens. To speak always fearlessly, 
truthfully, and courageously (with zeal), 
makes enthusiasm active and establishes 
an inner sense of confidence, a sureness 
that even the angels of heaven must notice 
and honor.



The world has been zealous in advocat
ing reforms. But our reforms must be 
those which change the inner man, not 
those which compel man to change his 
outer ways. The principles of practical 
Christianity get a strong hold in the con
sciousness and begin to work continu
ously to lay hold of the spiritual powers 
that will transform the individual from 
within. There is a willingness to let this 

'• transformation take place. The applica
tion of the fundamental principles of 
Christianity—love toward God and man- 
makes new creatures of us all. This is true 
today, as it has been true all down the 
ages.

No great inspiration is going to emanate 
from a lukewarm religion, a lukewarm 
person; we must be zealous in our work, 
spontaneous, and free.

We have heard those who think there is 
no place in the business world for Chris
tianity, that religion is a thing of the 
Sabbath, apart from the six-day world. 
There are many clear-thinking business 
people who turn away from the church, 
presumably because it is o f no value in 
their daily life. Ministers are challenged to 
kindle interest in the business world. The 
work of every minister is to put “His king
dom” into the hearts and minds of people 
so that their religion will be uppermost in 
thought and feeling. “Seek first his king
dom and his righteousness and all these 
things shall be yours as well.” One cannot 
accomplish this work by picturing the 
negative side o f life, by preaching that 
man is a poor, miserable worm of the dust, 
and that to be righteous he must be 
poverty-stricken. One can accomplish a 
stirring of the “kingdom” within his 
fellow man by accepting and practicing 
the real principles o f Christianity, prin
ciples which are practical, scientific, and 
substantial. With this right mental atti
tude, man will solve all the problems of 
the business world. When a minister 
teaches about the “kingdom” within, he is

going to have his church filled with sound 
business people who will be zealous to lay 
hold of and apply the Christ principles.

The successful business person learns 
that real success comes through service. 
God is the great servitor. Man is successful 
to the degree that he truly serves. Every 
zealous student must carefully search his 
heart and mind in order to see whether his 
zeal springs from the spiritual conscious
ness or from the personal consciousness. 
If his incentive is from the spiritual con
sciousness, if he is working to serve, then 
zeal broadens his vision, makes him alert, 
and adds sweetness and strength to his 
whole being.

However, if our zealous impulses derive 
from a personal consciousness (the ego), 
we are only driven to gain personal ends, 
to further our own interests, and even at 
the expense of other people. Selfish zeal 
eventually burns up the life and substance 
of the mind and body, and leaves a 
starved, hungering soul. “Zeal for thy 
house will consume me.” Emerson pic
tures a person intoxicated with personal 
zeal as “inwardly drunk with a certain 
belief.”

Courage is a vital part of religion. The 
courageous spirit is zealous to prove the 
strength and power of God. The coura
geous spirit glorifies God among the daily 
duties and trials of the world. Level
headed business people have long known 
that the courageous, zealous spirit will 
always succeed. They have not necessarily 
learned this in the church, but by experi
ence; perhaps they do not even know that 
religion, practical Christianity, gives these 
qualities explanation. They may not have 
discerned God as a business partner, or 
become aware that the something within 
them that leads to success is the living 
Christ. But, when they recognize this con
nection, they will be zealous to know the 
deep things of religion, because they can
not afford to be without scientifically 
understood and applied religion.



Spiritual zeal is one of the twelve 
fundamental powers of being, and is 
symbolized by the apostle Simon, the 
Canaanite. In the body, its center is the 
medulla at the base of the brain. By cen
tering the attention at this point, we real
ize the quickening power of the Logos 
(the Word). New zeal and courage find' 
expression from the soul.

Zeal is the power that incites the other 
faculties to greater and greater activity. 
Zeal, courage, and earnestness give luster 
and color to the soul, just as the sparkle of 
the diamond gives it beauty.

Although some are overzealous for 
personal achievement, the mass of hu

manity has been listless, inactive, prone to 
wait for some outer power to stir it into 
action. Men have not realized their deep, 
zealous natures. Let us get beneath such 
listless activity, let us stir up the gift of

divine courage within us, and we shall find 
new inspiration, new ideas waiting to be 
born into the world. Just as God is from 
everlasting to everlasting, so the coura
geous Spirit of the Lord in man’s con
sciousness is eternal when once fully 
established.

Exercise in the silence: First take up 
the regenerative exercise given in Chapter 
I. Continue to allow the Presence to 
remain at the solar nerve center. Meditate:

I am established in spiritual conscious
ness. I am zealous to serve God, to serve 
humanity.

Now let the Presence ascend to the base 
of the brain, the zeal center:

I am one with the ever-unfolding, ever- 
increasing Spirit o f infinite courage, 
enthusiasm, and zeal.

Then let the Presence descend to the 
wisdom center, and meditate:

Thou, O God, art always with me as 
indwelling infinite wisdom and spiritual 
judgment. I am zealous to know and to do 
Thy perfect will.

The Presence ascends to the faith 
center, the pineal gland, at the center of 
the head, as we affirm:

Through faith I see into the kingdom of 
the heavens. Through spiritual enthusiasm^ 
I work to bring that perfect kingdom into 
manifestation.

Let the Presence return to the zeal 
center, and affirm:

The quickening, vitalizing, free-flowing 
enthusiasm o f Spirit is mighty at work in 
me. Iam transformed into newness o f life.

As the Presence returns to the point 
back of the heart and stomach, affirm that 
you are zealous only to do the will of God. 
Close by quietly praying the Lord’s 
Prayer. The conscious mind (front fore
head) is aware of the entire regenerative 
exercise. Drop the attention down into 
the feet and beneath the feet, and realize 
perfect balance and poise. 0

(To be continued)
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Have you ever had to send out an SOS?
The familiar international distress 

signal is sometimes translated as “Save our 
ship!” What about your ship of life? When 
you feel the need for help, do you send 
out an SOS? If I were in danger on the 
ocean, I would call for help. If I were 
hanging at the end o f a rope in the moun
tains, I would send out a loud and strong 
SOS. So, I imagine, would you.

What are we doing when we pray? 
Some prayers are strictly affirmative, 
declarations of faith and strength. But 

t perhaps we have been intimidated a little 
by the idea that our prayers must always 
show our strength. Our prayers should 
show our faith, and it is all right to send 
out an SOS if that is what we feel we must 
do. We are asking for assistance—showing 
that we do have faith, but that we need 
help.

Often, when the need to send out an 
SOS arises, we are at fault. We have been 
careless and neglectful of our ship of life. 
We are perhaps “not prayed up.” We have 
made no preparation for the crisis that has 
arisen. We would hardly set out to sail the 
sea without first checking the engine of 
the ship, or looking to see if there was a 
tear in the sails; yet often we do set out in 
our ship of life without making any sort of 
check whatsoever.

We don’t stop to think, “Have I con
tacted the inner Wisdom that I shall need 
in this journey, this experience?” We 
don’t consider whether or not we are pre
pared to face an emergency with love and 
forgiveness. No, we are sure that our 
human self has all the answers—and we 
very soon find out that it does not! We 
have the wrong tools at hand: irritation or 
anger or fear or frustration—none of 
which will be of any use to us if our ship of 
life is foundering.

When we set out unprepared, it will be 
no time at all before we should be sending 
out our SOS. But do we remember to do 
it? We often waste time condemning our
self and the situation. We say: “I should 
have been warned. It is no use trying to 
patch this torn sail, or start this faulty 
engine, to patch this quarrel, or start on 
the road to success again.”

Don’t waste time! Send out an imme
diate SOS. Save our ship of life.

The disciple James said: “The Lord is 
compassionate and merciful . . . and the 
prayer o f faith will save the sick man, and 
the Lord will raise him up; and if he has 
committed sins, he will be forgiven.” The 
law of our life gives way to the grace of 
God; it does not hold us to our mistakes.

James gives this further instruction: “Is 
any among you sick? Let him call for the



elders of the church, and let them pray 
over him, anointing him with oil in the 
name of the Lord.” Are we too proud to 
send out an SOS, to another human 
being? James suggests that we call not 
only on the Lord, but on human help, too. 
Are we too proud? Do we think we can 
always manage without human help? If 
so, why were we not put on a planet all by 
our self? Why were ministers called to 
minister? Why were doctors called to treat 
illness? Why were we given friends and 
family? Surely there is a divine plan which 
means for us to work together, with our 
various skills, to help each other.

First we send out our SOS to God 
within us. Then we listen for the guidance 
that will tell us where we can receive our 
help here on earth.

Not only must we be willing to send out 
our SOS, but we must be alert to the 
distress signals sent out by others. James 
again has words of advice: “What does it 
profit, my brethren, if a man says he has 
faith but has not works? Can his faith save 
him? If a brother or sister is ill clad and in 
lack of daily food, and one of you says to 
them, ‘Go in peace, be warmed and filled,’ 
without giving them the things needed for 
the body, what does it profit? So faith by 
itself, if it has no works, is dead.”

We are all designed to be instruments of 
God. An SOS involves three parties: the 
Spirit of God, the signaler, and the one 
who is directed to receive the signal. We 
are sometimes the signaler, sometimes the 
one directed to receive and answer the 
signal. And we must be alert at all times, 
whatever part we are playing.

David, in Psalms says: “Incline thy ear, 
O Lord, and answer me, for I am poor and 
needy. Preserve my life, for I am godly; 
save thy servant who trusts in thee.” And 
David goes on to say, “Be gracious to me, 
O Lord, for to thee do I cry all the day.”

This is an illumined passage. First, 
David asks the Lord to hear him. He is 
sending out his SOS, saying that he is in

need. Then he says, “For I am godly.” 
This is his affirmation of faith, his decla
ration that he knows he is whole and per
fect in his Christ self—but right now he 
needs a little help! He says he trusts God, 
and he knows he can be helped. Then he 
says, “To thee do I cry all the day.” In 
other words, he is not just waiting for the 
big disaster—the lost business, the divorce 
in the family, the discovery of an “in
curable” illness. He cries to his Lord daily. 
He is used to referring to God for help, 
even though he knows the Truth of his 
being, that he is “godly.” And this is what 
we have to learn to do too. We know we 
are whole and perfect, made as we are of 
God substance. But at this stage in our 
unfoldment of this perfect self we need 
help. So let’s ask for it.

We have all used prayer as an SOS and 
we have all had answers. Our condition, 
whatever it was, has been healed. Have 
you ever had a broken heart? Did it stay 
broken? No, it healed. Have you ever cut 
your finger? Did the cut remain? No, the 
activity of God got to work, and your 
finger healed. You had sufficient inner 
faith not to deny that this could happen— 
so it did. You sent out, perhaps, an uncon
scious SOS, and it was answered. After all,, 
we know such things as these are always 
taken care of. Can we not convey this 
trust into other emergencies?

The word save does not mean only, 
“Help me to pick up the pieces.” It means, 
“Save me from foolishness, from heart
lessness, from false pride, from impa
tience, from  condemnation, from 
despair.” We do not have to stagger from 
one emergency to another, from one 
major SOS to another. This should be a 
daily prayer, prayed in faith and confi
dence. If we should break a leg, we would 
send out our SOS for healing—but should 
we wait until we break the other leg 
before we send our message to God once 
more? '

Many people send out their SOS mes-



sage to Jesus. They say, “Jesus is my 
savior.” This is true, but only if we follow 
the teachings of Jesus and apply them. 
There is no saving grace in getting on our 
knees and saying we are miserable sinners, 
if we ignore the very lessons that are 
plainly set out for us through the teach
ings o f Jesus. Neither God nor Jesus nor 
any well-wisher can save us until we see 
the possibility of the divinity within our
self. We are fortunate indeed to have the

teachings of Jesus available to us. Most of 
us are lazy about our search for the Truth 
within. We would rather have it served up 
daintily, with the bones taken out and 
perhaps predigested. Truth can be easily 
comprehended, but the assimilation of it 
is a lifetime work—so we had better be 
ready to send out our SOS when we need 
help.

I want to be saved—don’t you?
—Mary Rowe

S I iv e r
By Richard Spacek

River, symbol of my life, peacefully flow
ing 

on and on,
shares her life-giving essence with every

one, 
everything,
giving her all, demanding nothing.

What a pleasure, sweetest repose, 
to sit beside her and behold her eternal 

currents, 
ever new at every moment.

River, who sees, hears, feels 
all that goes on in her midst, 
yet herself remaining natural.

River, trustworthy, most admirable,
I am loving you with my whole heart and 

mind,
and feel comforted even when only seeing 

you,
hearing your voice so sweet.

And when swimming in your soft, refresh
ing essence,

I feel regenerated, cleansed 
from all the so-called “disagreeable, 
troublesome, painful.”

To me you represent a fairy goddess, 
bestowing all that is useful, pleasant, 

wholesome, 
and eternal.



This is the second in a series of six articles 
exploring the depths and the infinite 
possibilities of meditation.

experiences
inmeDiTanon

BY MARJORIE H. RUSSELL

What Power Is This?

If you were told that you could take 
hold of the handle o f a certain machine 
and thus receive tremendous physical 
energy, peace of mind, happiness, and 
wisdom to work out a successful life, you 
certainly would lose no time in locating 
such a machine and putting it to use!

Meditation is the handle, we might say, 
to that vast “machine” we call God. 
Through meditation man unites with the 
Source of all good. As you meditate you 
will quickly discern a wonderful power of 
good at work, improving your thinking 
ability, quickening your body, and spiri
tualizing you through and through. Re

mind yourself that this power is not your 
power. It belongs to God, the creator and 
sustainer of life forces in the universe. 
God, activated in man, has many names: 
Christ, Source, Father-Mother, Creator, 
Divine Mind, Spirit, Substance, Life, Prin
ciple, the One Intelligence, and so on. 
Whatever name you choose for the great 
Presence o f love is up to you, but you 
should always use it with great respect, for 
you are addressing a power that exceeds 
human understanding and controls the 
very breath you breathe. Remember this, 
and remain open and grateful at all times.

It is reassuring that God-power cannot 
be used by anyone for an evil purpose. 
Trying to misuse it would bring on one’s



self-destruction. This would be much like 
a short circuit in an electrical line.

The one, easy rule to follow for 
successful results

Just as there are certain rules for an 
electrician to follow when he wires your 
home, or when you tune in a radio, there 
is a fundamental rule or cosmic law that 
controls your life. It is the cosmic law of 
good.

If it were not for this loving power of 
good, the least amount of error would 
throw creation into chaos, and our world, 
the planets, stars, and in fact, everything 
in the created universe, would long since 
have become nonexistent. Because of the 
law of good, beauty, glory, and order are 
displayed daily in the heavens; on the 
earth nature continually rights the wrongs 
mankind tries to work upon it. You may 
either cooperate with this power of good 
or rebel against it. The results you receive 
are the reaction of your own choice.

G ood does not care whether you 
cooperate or not; it is impartial. It simply 
exists, and you may accept the rich trea
sures it is ready and waiting to give you, or 
reject them. The law of good is unchange
able and irrevocable. Because of it, love

will always find ways and means of 
making good out of everything. It is much 
like a person trying to take a detour in a 
magnetized automobile while a giant 
magnet exerts power at the planned desti
nation, eventually bringing it irresistibly 
home just the same. If we are going to 
profit from the presence of good, then we 
may as well be about the Father’s business 
immediately. Why put off our good?

The simple rule handed down in Orien
tal philosophy is hidden in the maxim that 
suggests we see no evil, hear no evil, and 
speak no evil. Placed in a positive context 
we might say that we will think, see, feel, 
speak, and act only good. This simple rule 
will insure us of only good results. Medita
tion aids in attuning one to the power of 
good.
The Central Station

As you let good become your driving 
rule in life, you will tune in to the “Cen
tral Station” of all good, which is the king
dom of heaven within you where absolute 
peace dwells. There are many kinds of 
light: solar light, electric light, lightning, 
and many other forms known to science. 
But the light of good is that pure, white, 
living, love light—the joy and prize of 
every successful meditator.



A few more helpful pointers

Many people say that when they sit 
down to meditate, all kinds of thoughts 
flit through their consciousness. It is 
obvious that in order to become a success
ful meditator, one has to establish control 
over one’s thoughts and feelings and be 
able at will to center one’s attention in the 
Christ Mind. People today are so accus
tomed to having their concentration scat
tered that most of them have to relearn 
the process.

There are many methods that help one 
to learn more perfect concentration. Any 
one of them may be useful to you. Prac
tice a few minutes each day to improve 
your attention span.

For instance, you might give your un
divided attention to a physical object and 
time yourself to increase your focaliza- 
tion. Some try looking for God’s white 
light, which will sooner or later permeate 
their meditative consciousness. Some 
form a deep attachment for Jesus and seek 
to concentrate upon His presence in one 
form or another. An individual may also 
choose an inspired word such as love, 
peace, joy, beauty, or perfection, or may 
concentrate on a light, the sound of soft 
music, a jewel, a flower, or something to 
cling to until he drifts into divine aware
ness and leaves the material object or 
thought behind.

However, you may be one of the fortu
nate ones who can sit down, relax physi
cally and mentally, tune in to Christ, and 
receive divine illumination. A state o f un
th inkingness shou ld eventually be 
achieved and maintained in order to facili
tate this experience.

This “prayer of insulation” is helpful to 
use before beginning meditation. You 
may want to memorize the prayer and use 
it daily:

“J am surrounded by the great white 
light o f God. Nothing but good do I 
send out; nothing but good do I

receive. ”
This will prevent any negative thought 
from dropping in, and protect you from 
the distraction of any other personality. 
The purpose of meditation is not to be
come a medium for those who have passed 
on. Rarely is a person troubled this way, 
but if so, simply send the entity on its 
way, kindly telling it firmly that it belongs 
to Jesus Christ, and speak this additional 
prayer:

“7 am attuned to the Christ Mind. ”
As you know this for yourself, all distrac
tions will disappear.

Neither is astral travel the purpose of 
meditation. The purpose of meditation is 
to bring you peace, light, and wholeness. 
This is not done by separating yourself 
from your physical body. Do not allow 
this to happen in your meditation. When 
one man felt as though his physical body 
was being left behind, he did not panic; he 
calmly used his “safety-valve prayer”: “7 
am one with my physical body. ”

This short affirmative prayer is useful 
in remaining whole so “that they may be 
one, even as we are one,” as Jesus Christ 
said. Jesus learned to control the three-in- 
one, covering vast distances and walking 
upon water. He told us, that “he who be
lieves in me will also do the works that I 
do: and greater works than these will he 
do.” By meditation in a united body we 
transmit great spiritual energies into it and 
establish a power of life and intelligence 
within ourself heretofore believed im
possible.
The alpha peace range

Experiments performed by meditators 
(and scien tifica lly measured) prove 
beyond doubt that as one raises one’s eyes 
to a place above the horizon line and be
comes meditative, one enters what is ter 
med the “alpha state” of peaceful con
sciousness. Much could be said regarding 
the importance of this scientific break
through, offering scientific confirmation



of methods developed over the past eighty 
years by Unity and the New Thought 
movement in general. Science seems to be 
proving the ancient Oriental art of medita
tion to be reasonable and practically 
effective. However, for our purposes we 
will simply suggest the procedure o f keep
ing the eyes closed and raised upward 
above the horizon line. If you have diffi
culty doing this, practice at first with your 
eyes open, looking above the horizon, 
until you can do it easily behind closed 
eyelids.
Your six-step meditation form

The form for meditating presented here 
includes:
1. Assuming a comfortable position
2. Physical relaxation
3. Using the “prayer of insulation”
4. Mental relaxation
5. Using the “prayer of attunement”
6. Trapdoor exercise

How to relax physically
After assuming your meditation posi

tion, relax physically. It is surprising how 
many tense muscles try to get our atten
tion. Begin by taking several deep breaths.

, As you inhale, think o f peace and life. As 
you exhale, think o f breathing out love to 
the world. Some like to follow the short 
breathing exercise with a chant or an up
lifting, positive affirmation of Truth.

Now begin at the top of your head. 
Imagine the peace of God being showered 
down upon you in warm, comforting, 
flowing rays that permeate your being. 
Let His peace relax your forehead and 
smoothe a path between your eyes. Close 
your eyelids, unclench your teeth, let 
your jaw drop.

Feel this peace now moving down 
through your neck muscles into your 
shoulders. Imagine His peace stroking 
your shoulders and lightly brushing away 
the burdens of the day. Feel peace move 
down through your upper arms, elbows,

lower arms, wrists, and fingers. Move your 
fingers easily and let your empty hands 
rest on your lap. Feel the peace o f God 
moving down through your chest into 
your lungs, relaxing and soothing them. 
Feel it comfort your stomach muscles. 
Say, “Peace, be still.” Let His peace move 
through your heart, kidneys, solar plexus, 
bladder, and other vital organs, spreading 
a tranquil feeling o f well-being as it moves 
into your thighs, upper legs, knees, lower 
legs, ankles, feet, and out into your toes. 
Lift your feet slightly off the floor, wiggle 
your toes, and let your feet drop to the 
floor again in a relaxed manner.

Feel the white light o f God all around 
your body temple. Sense yourself safely 
immersed in the glow of the light and 
affirm your “prayer of insulation.”

“/ am surrounded by the great white 
light o f  God. Nothing but good do I 
give out; nothing but good do I re
ceive. ”

Now you are ready to relax mentally.
How to relax mentally

Remember, your mentality is the 
vehicle you use during meditation to unite 
the physical with the spiritual, so you 
want to have your thoughts peace-filled 
and receptive to high values. This means 
you must let go of the problems of the 
day.

Those difficulties you may be strug
gling with will wait. Other matters will 
wait. Give anything that may be troubling 
you to the Lord for safekeeping, and rest 
assured you may have it back at the end of 
your meditation if necessary. But for now 
you must have a free thought vehicle 
through which to function, so that you 
may give your full attention to God.

If you are troubled by something you 
have done, release it to the Lord. He will 
grant complete forgiveness which you 
should accept freely. If you have ne
g lec ted  to do something important, 
simply ask Him what you may do to 
rectify the situation and then resolve to



do it at your first opportunity. Then dis
miss the matter and concentrate upon 
your meditation. Try to maintain an alert 
unthinkingness throughout your medi
tation. Now affirm your “prayer of 
attunement:”

“I am attuned to the Christ Mind.”
The trapdoor exercise

With closed eyes, lift your gaze upward 
without moving your head. Imagine a 
trapdoor directly over your head. The 
door is open. A shaft of white light is 
shining down through this door upon you.

Imagine now that you are lifting your 
two arms up into this shaft of light, and 
pulling your head and shoulders up 
through the trapdoor.

Now quickly pull the rest of your body 
up through the trapdoor, close the door, 
stand upon it, and then let it fade from 
sight. You now stand fully immersed in 
light. Light flows through you and ex
tends in all directions in fathomless spaces 
of eternity. You are now in the presence 
of pure Being. You are one with its purity, 
its Truth, its goodness, its reality of iden
tity.

Feel the warm, tender vibration of love 
as it moves within your soul, cleansing, 
healing, strengthening, and making you 
whole.

Look out into space and feel praise for 
God’s glory, His majesty, Hisallness. This 
is light, the very substance of the Creator’s 
body, in which you live, move, and have 
your being and which He shares with you.

Praise this allness, this goodness, this 
blessed assurance of divinity. Then come 
quietly to a stop, and rest in love. Listen; 
then rest in peace. Let His peace flood 
your entire being.

When you are filled with peace, prepare 
to return to three-dimensional expe
rience. Take a few deep breaths and gently 
open your eyes, move your fingers, and let 
the radiance of the light continue to illu
mine you as you go about the business of

the day.
Experiences and problems

The trapdoor exercise is to help you 
gain control of your thoughts. The more 
you practice it, the more agile you will 
become at controlling them and bringing 
them to a stilled state.

The time will come when you will not 
need to enter the full light through the 
trapdoor, because your thoughts will have 
become fully disciplined and will move at 
your command from one state of con
sciousness into another.

One beginner reported going up 
through the trapdoor and then back down 
again three or four times. She persisted, 
and finally got up through and stayed in 
the light for her meditation.

Another reported getting up through 
the trapdoor and looking back to see her 
physical body standing below. “Now, I’m 
going to be all together,” she told herself, 
as she reached down and pulled her physi
cal body up into the light. When she 
looked around, she seemed to see many of 
her other “selves” standing around her. 
One shone with the Christ light. Diligently 
and determinedly she drew all of her 
“selves” together into the Christ-Self, and • 
had a glorious and fulfilling meditation.

Sometimes during meditation people 
who have clairvoyant tendencies may see 
scenes of things happening to people at a 
distance. Or they may see pictures of 
things yet to come. If these pictures are 
positive and spirit-filled, well and good. 
However, if you see pictures that are nega
tive in aspect, you have the opportunity as 
a co-worker with God to picture the cir
cumstances as positive and good. You are 
made to be a vehicle of blessing, thus you 
may bless and release anything that comes 
to you as you unite with God-power and 
see perfection. In this way you will be the 
Lord’s willing helper. Nevertheless, the 
purpose of meditation is not to develop 
clairvoyance, but to maintain Christ-



centered attention.
A person reported having seen, in medi

tation, a man starting to drown. He said: 
“I knew the truth for him. I pictured him 
spiritual, strong, and safe. Then I saw him 
regain his breath and swim safely to 
shore.” This student was working in the 
law aspect of Truth.

Another student saw a similar situation 
and said: “I asked the Lord to help the 
drowning man, and imagined another man 
going to his rescue with a rope and float.” 
This student was working in the grace 
aspect o f Truth. Occasionally a practi
tioner will work in both the law and the 
grace aspects.

Whether or not this particular vision

was an actual happening, we do not know. 
The thing to remember here is that we 
should always remain positive and receive 
only the good into our consciousness. 
Negative pictures are not solicited, and if 
they persist it might be well to discon
tinue meditation until we have cleansed 
our consciousness through prayer, Bible 
reading, denial, and affirmation. The 
power activated through meditation is 
indeed infinite, and as we keep ourself 
attuned to the Christ, we continue to 
make progress in spiritual awareness and 
in the application o f this divine power in 
our life. 0

(To be continued)

S H A R E  IN  T H E  GOOD  T H IN G S  
T H A T  A R E  H A P P E N IN G  NOW !

Unity Village Vacation Retreats and the Unity Institute for 
Continuing Education offer programs for persons like you who 
are working toward greater personal unfoldment. When you 
attend a retreat or U.I.C.E. session, you will return home 
better prepared to meet the challenges of life and make a 
greater contribution to the world in which you live.

SCHEDULE FOR 1975

Easter Retreat-March 29-April 4 
Maytime Retreat—May 17-23 
Rose Festival Retreat—May 31—June 6 
Family Vacation Retreat-June 21-27 
Summer Holiday Retreat-August 9-15 
Septemberfest Retreat-Sept. 6-12 
Autumn Retreat-Sept. 20-26 
Harvest Festival Retreat-Oct. 4-10 
Indian Summer Retreat-Oct. 25-31

Liebe Freunde Retreat (German)—Nov. 8-14 
Thanksgiving Retreat-Nov. 22-28 
Christmas Retreat-Dec. 21-27 
U.I.C.E.-Session 1-March 8-21 
U.I.C.E.-Session 2-June 28-July 11 
U.I.C.E.-Session 3—July 12-25 
U.I.C.E.-Session 4-July 26-August 8 
U.I.C.E.-Session 5—Oct. 11-24

For more information write to: UNITY VILLAGE RETREATS, or 
U.I.C.E., Unity Village, Missouri 64065.
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TH O U G H T
IMAGES

What I image in mind is molded in omni
present substance, and I behold plenty for 
everybody.

EVERY TIME WE go to a movie we are 
witnessing a likeness of what is constantly 
taking place in our mind. A likeness is an 
imitation or repetition o f a thing. The 
projection into visible action of a series of 
small images by a motion-picture projec
tor is the copy of a process that we all use, 
the picture-making ability of our mind. 
However the picture-making ability of our 
mind is a far more substantial thing than 
the weak imitations of the movie camera. 
We clothe our mental pictures with flesh 
and blood, while the movie is merely 
shimmering shadows.

It is true that persons who are shallow 
in their grasp o f the deep things of life 
image weakly, and the projections of their 
minds are transitory. But those who have 
meditated seriously on the source of exis
tence and have stirred up the inner sub
stance and life make very substantial pic
tures in the universal ether or “kingdom 
of the heavens.” An image projected from 
the head alone, which has not made union 
with soul substance, is a mere flickering 
will-o’-the-wisp that shimmers for a short 
moment in the mental marshes and then 
fades away.

There is a vast difference between the 
thought images o f an intellectual thinker 
and those of one who has access to the 
spiritual substance and life within. One 
may make brilliant pictures in the ether, 
but they are without the substance and 
life that is so essential to the structure of 
things eternal. Jesus illustrated this in His 
comparison o f the man who builds upon 
rock with the man who builds upon sand. 
The house built upon sand soon falls, but 
the one built upon rock (substance) en
dures when the winds and floods descend 
upon it.

Spiritual insight or discernment shows 
us that Divine Mind, which created in the 
beginning, must still be carrying forward 
the universe and the man that it originally 
conceived. It also shows us that by pro
jecting the perfect picture of ourself that



God projected we shall behold its perfect 
manifestation.

Paul says that we shall attain the glory 
of the Lord by degrees: “from one degree 
o f glory to another.” Jesus said, “By your 
endurance you will gain your lives.” So 
many of us have visions of the perfect 
man, as had John on Patmos, and we are 
so eager to be like him that we get impa
tient and eagerly grasp at the many 
“promising” short cuts into the kingdom.

But we should be constantly reminded 
that there are no shorter cuts than those 
taught by Jesus. He said that the kingdom 
of heaven suffered violence under John 
the Baptist and the other prophets up to 
the time of John and that the violent took 
it by force. Then He called attention to 
John the Baptist as the reincarnation of 
Elijah. Of all the old prophets Elijah was 
the most violent and destructive. He at 
one time called down the fire o f Jehovah 
and destroyed four hundred o f the 
prophets of Baal. This violent and destruc
tive rise of the power of the word finally 
reacted on the cells of Elijah’s body and 
burned them up, and he was taken up into 
the heavens in a chariot of fire.

It is popularly taught that Elijah is a 
saint in heaven, but this cannot be true 
because, as Jesus plainly taught in 
Matthew 11:14, he appeared again in the 
earth as John the Baptist. Neither did 
John get into heaven. He expressed the 
Elijah spirit by condemning Herod and 
then having his head cut off by way of 
reaction to his destructive thought. All 
this instructs us in the power of our mind 
to bring peace, harmony, and health into 
our life by right thinking. All that Jesus 
taught about man and his mighty mental 
capacity is being confirmed by modern 
psychology and by the discoveries of 
science in the realms invisible. For us it is 
not only a privilege but an absolute neces
sity to bring forth that perfection of char
acter and form which was originally 
imaged in our soul by God-Mind.

f
ILLUMINATION—When we know that there is 
but one Mind and that that Mind is all-powerful, 
we have nothing to fear. If we are one with 
Omnipotence, we have all the power o f the uni
verse on our side-nothing can be against us. To 
establish ourself in this Spirit-Mind, we must lay 
hold of the indwelling Spirit, making ourself con
sciously one with it. This is done through our 
constructive thoughts and affirmations. As we 
continue to contact the Spirit within, our direc
tion and guidance is revealed. Only omnipotent 
goodness reigns. We stand firm in Truth and we 
know that our God has said: “Go forward.”

God's light guides and inspires me.

HEALING—“Is it possible to be healed?” we are 
asked. We reply: “Yes, if you have sufficient 
faith and capacity for mind work. It depends on 
how much faith and industry you bring to bear 
on the situation.” A restoration of the body is 
accomplished through faith and works. Faith 
lays hold upon the substance and life out of 
which the body is formed and, under the same 
law that made the perfect body in the beginning, 
re-creates it. The necessary working cells to re
new and heal any part can be built. The con
tinuous use o f faith will make health perma
nent-health is God life and substance in its 
proper place.

God's life renews and heals my body.

PROSPERITY—Mind generates thought per
petually; all the harmonious and permanent 
affairs o f men are moved by its steady outflow. 
All power and all good have their birth in the 
silence. The clatter o f visibility is but evidence of 
exhausted power. We therefore turn within to 
contact this kingdom of God silence. It is love, 
the inherent potentiality o f the God man, which 
knows neither persons nor things, mine nor 
thine, but a universal brotherhood in which per
fect equity and justice reign in joint supremacy. 
Our success is assured and only good is manifest 
in our life and affairs.

God's love prospers and enriches my life.
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\  _ Quest y >
. . .  with answers by Marcus Bach

Dear MB:
This may seem like a trivial question, but 
perhaps others are in a similar position. 
What I mean is this: what is a neurotic ? A 
friend (perhaps acquaintance would be 
more correct) once told me that I was 
neurotic. I laughed it off, but inwardly I 
have never forgotten the incident and 
must admit it troubles me.

Anabelle E.

Dear Anabelle E.:
A simple definition of neurotic traits 

are those seemingly unconscious habits or 
deep-seated tendencies that prevent us 
from being our true or highest self. No 
doubt we are all a bit neurotic just as we 
are all a bit unique.

There are degrees o f neuroses just as 
there are degrees of functional nervous 
disorders. If your friend has a compulsion 
to label others as neurotic, send him (or

THE IDEA To answer readers’ 
questions about anything 
related to increased spiritual 
understanding and deeper 
integrative growth. To discover 
not only what people are asking 
but what people are thinking 
about in the area of beliefs and 
practices in the world within 
and without. To help 
others-and-us in the spiritual 
search. To stimulate the search 
itself.

her) a subscription to Unity’s Daily Word, 
and rest easy in your own inner strength 
and faith.

MB

Dear Dr. Bach:
I have written several times for the affir
mation you used for the eyes, but have 
never received a reply.

V.T.

Dear V.T.:
“The Light o f Life is the Eye, and God 

is that Light.”
MB

Dear Mr. Bach:
lam working hard in Unity and making 
good progress. However, I still enjoy



smoking my pipe. It doesn't curb my 
desire for more spirituality. Do you think 
it is wrong or sinful to smoke?

CAB

Dear CAB:
Smoking is an affair of the individual 

conscience insofar as its relationship to 
morals is concerned, and it is an affair of 
consciousness as to its spiritual implica
tions. Morally, it belongs in the field of 
the adiaphorous, i.e., something neither 
right nor wrong, neither beneficial nor 
harmful unless it causes offense or incon
venience to others.

Spiritually, it has to do with your inter
pretation of what, for you, constitutes 
spirituality, all the way from esthetics to 
your philosophical interpretation of scrip
ture. There is no text in the Good Book 
which says, “Thou shalt not smoke,” but 
there are implicit references to respecting 
the body as the “temple of God.”

As for the health factor. Modern re
search has proved beyond the shadow of 
doubt that smoking is physically in
jurious. More than that, it not only pol
lutes the “temple of God,” it smells up the 
house and pollutes others.

Judging from the sincerity of your 
letter, there is a good possibility that your 
continuing quest for spiritual growth will 
provide the answer you need. Chances are 
you won’t have to give up smoking. It will 
give you up.

MB

Dear Dr. Bach:
Can human nature be changed? Some
times I wonder.

J.B.J.

Dear J.B.J.:
If it can’t, we’ve had it. The teaching of 

Jesus and all great prophets, seers, and

avatars insists that human nature is ever 
fluid, expanding, unfolding, and suscepti
ble to unlimited growth. All we need are 
convincing changers to quietly assist in 
the changing.

MB

Dear Marcus Bach:
As a long-time follower o f Unity, I am 
rather appalled at your “plug” for the 
“earth board” in the May issue o f UNITY 
Magazine. I feel that an additional word 
o f warning might have been in order, 
stressing that many such devices have 
been heaped upon a gullible public who 
shell out millions o f dollars annually for 
items that really have little effect upon 
individual health.

I mention this because a few years 
ago when I lived in Hollywood, I was at a 
party where some “doctor” demonstrated 
a device very similar to the earth board, 
claiming it would cure everything under 
the sun, and ended up trying to sell plain 
sheets o f aluminum to the guests at $7.50 
each which purportedly had been 
“charged” with electron power that would 
benefit the user. Needless to say, the 
guests, including myself, were a little too 
astute to fall for this.

I trust that your readers will rely, not 
upon dubious mechanical devices, but on 
the power o f faith and God which I have 
proven over the years to be the only true 
source o f healing in any aspect o f our 
lives.

Harry Preston

Dear Harry Preston:
Let me explain to our worldwide read

ers that you and I had an exchange of cor
respondence prompted by your letter, 
and that you gave me permission to use 
your name instead of initials as is usually 
the case.



In my letter to you I made clear that 
my answer in the May issue was by no 
means a “plug” for the so-called earth 
board but merely an answer to a reader’s 
question. The reason for pursuing this 
matter is that more inquiries were re
ceived by me about the earth board than 
any subject ever discussed in this column. 
This is an indication that there are, as we 
all know, an infinite number of people 
seeking healing and an abnormally large 
group of individuals hoping for new 
breakthroughs in the therapeutic field. To 
all of these I want to make it clear that my 
mention of the earth board should not be 
construed, as you indicated, as a plug, an 
endorsement, or even an advertisement.

I am continually answering questions 
of a similar nature because readers want to 
know, “What is a biofeedback instru
ment?” “What are holographs?” “What is 
Rolfing?” “What about aerobics?” My 
answers are not recommendations or 
plugs. They are informative replies in
tended to clarify the query.

You also kindly gave me permission to 
use portions of another of your letters. 
This I should like to do so that it might 
stand on its own and convey its message to 
our ever-interested family of readers. 
Thank you for your sharing, and for per
mission to use your name.

MB

Dear Marcus Bach:
The point I make is that earth boards and 
similar contraptions very often rely upon 
one's own degree o f faith in them, which 
gets back to the fact that it is faith that 
is the vital element, faith in our own 
reliance on God's power that we have to 
draw upon in time o f need . . . certainly 
not any inanimate object whose purpose 
is to fatten the pockets o f the promoter

who is pushing it on the gullible public. 
California seems plagued with such 
unscrupulous individuals who prey upon 
those who are clu tching at straws for help 
when they should merely reach for their 
Unity books!

I have had no personal experience or 
earlier knowledge o f an earth board, but 
have witnessed a demonstration o f which 
I suspect is a similar item (described in 
earlier letter). The man demonstrating 
this was an obvious charlatan trying to 
bilk the assembled guests out o f a few 
bucks. It is almost as bad as another guest 
who claimed that sitting for hours under a 
wooden framework in the shape o f a 
pyramid had increased his mental powers 
and improved his health. My response was 
that possibly anyone sitting and meditating 
quietly for a few hours would feel a 
mental and physical benefit just from the 
relaxation, which would have nothing to 
do with the frame suspended above him.
It is truly sad that there are so many 
gullible persons who provide a ready 
market for any number o f supposed 
helpful items, when the easiest, best, and 
cheapest o f all is in the Unity literature 
with its proven healing message o f hope 
and faith.

Harry Preston

Dear Mr. Bach:
lam coming to you with a question that
I have been struggling with for some time. 
What is your explanation for these instant
II Jesus conversions" that we are inundated 
with, including that o f Charles Colson?

I have suffered a series o f long-lasting 
family tragedies for many years and have 
searched and prayed and bled, trying to 
find spiritual sustenance, yet here are all 
these people, many o f whom have never 
even thought in spiritual terms, suddenly 
'‘taking Jesus as my personal Savior" (a 
term repugnant to me), and suddenly 
their lives are marvelous and they are



living on a cloud. I shall be most grateful 
if you will comment on this.

Jule

Dear Jule:
In my study of world religions, no 

phenomenon is more graphic than the 
“instant conversion” to which you refer. I 
doubt whether it is actually “instant” 
because unseen lines of influence have 
been woven through the years, and it is 
the culmination that we term instanta
neous. Whatever the time scale may be, 
this transformation by attachment, evi
denced when a seeker suddenly identifies 
with the symbol o f the power sought, is 
always dramatic and arresting.

This miraculous change in life is by no 
means confined to Christianity and the 
Christ. It is found in dedication to the 
Buddha, to Krishna, to Mohammed, to 
rabbis, avatars, prophets, seers, gurus, 
ancient and modern. It is as universal as 
love and fully as inexplicable.

While some people seem to “convert” 
more easily than others, nearly everyone, 
even the most reserved and rational, has a 
longing for identification and a need for 
something to live by which becomes more 
viable and supportive when related to 
someone to live for.

In all the world, no personality so 
dramatically symbolizes the “in with 
God” as does Jesus Christ. The name is 
magical and the power supreme. Although 
Christianity is a minority religion in the 
world of faith, Jesus is a majority figure 
when viewed in the light of “conversion” 
or what I have termed “transformation by 
attachment.”

In a world that often overwhelms us, 
Jesus assures us that He has overcome the 
world. In a society where the trick has 
been to “get by with it” if you can, He 
seems to say one can’t ever get by, and at a 
time when the tendency seems to be to
ward covering up or copping out, He is 
interpreted as the unrelenting advocate of

personal responsibility.
All of this has created an impact 

bordering on something quite mystical, 
certainly on a mystique.

I know young people, “Jesus people” 
and self-styled “Jesus freaks,” who have 
come off of hard drugs without with
drawal symptoms because they were 
“converted” under the power of the Holy 
Spirit. I have witnessed instantaneous 
changes in life under the power of the so- 
called baptism of the Holy Ghost. This is 
not myth-making drama but, to many, a 
real and sincere spiritual rebirth.

“Take Jesus as my personal Savior” is 
the typical slogan, the classical cliche of 
the ardent convert to Christ. As real, and 
to many as annoying as “washed by the 
blood,” or “saved by His grace,” it is 
nonetheless part of the mystique.

Do not be concerned if you are turned 
off by those who follow this path. There is 
a way for them, and there is a way for you.

It was not an instant “conversion” for 
Charles Colson. He came out of deep dis
illusionment and a shattered idealism to 
turn, as many others have, to the Christ 
within, which is the recognition of one’s 
own divine nature, the same as that mani
fested in the historical Jesus.

Colson was aided in this awareness by 
Senator Harold Hughes and others in 
Washington who have kept spiritual vigil 
through personal dedication and prayer 
group participation. In this field, Hughes 
is a powerful figure. He had many a moral 
and ethical encounter in his own life, nor 
was his “conversion” instant. In his case, 
as in the case of many others, the transfor
mation by attachment is often forged in 
personal struggle, fashioned by life
searching circumstances, and if there is 
the momentary ecstasy o f “living on a 
cloud,” as you say, there may also have 
been the agony of annoyance o f earthy 
experiences, even of the type you describe 
as besetting your life.

Let’s have the will to believe that true



searching and sincere prayer pay off in 
their own way, in their own time, and that 
the odyssey of life—whether Colson’s or 
yours or mine or anyone’s—is ever in the 
p rocess of spiritual unfoldment and 
growth.

MB

Dear Mr. Bach:
To settle an argument, weren't most of 
our presidents Unitarians?

Jess & Brad

Dear Jess & Brad:
No. Episcopalians. Here’s the record. 

Episcopalians (10): Washington, Madison, 
Monroe, William Henry Harrison, Tyler, 
Taylor, Pierce, Arthur, FDR, and Ford. 
(Jefferson was an Episcopalian but be
came a professed Unitarian). Presby
terians (6): Jackson, Buchanan, Cleve
land, Benjamin Harrison, Wilson, Eisen
hower. Unitarians (4): John Adams, John 
Quincy Adams, Fillmore, Taft. Methodist 
(4): Polk, Andrew Johnson, Grant, 
McKinley. Baptists (2): Harding, Truman. 
Disciples of Christ (2): Garfield, LBJ. 
Reformed Dutch (2): Van Buren, Teddy 
R oosevelt. C on grega tiona list (1): 
Coolidge. Roman Catholic (1): JFK. 
Quakers (2): Hoover, Nixon. Nondenomi- 
national (2): Lincoln, Hayes.

MB

In response to Dr. Bach’s generous offer 
to answer questions from readers, his 
office has been flooded with hundreds of 
letters. Because his busy schedule of 
writing and lecturing does not leave him 
enough time to answer so many questions, 
he has asked us to ask you not to submit 
any more questions at this time. If Dr. 
Bach is able to accept more questions at a 
later date, we will announce this in the 
magazine. —The Editor.

PRAYER
POWER
Excerpts from letters to Silent Ur 
quoted with permission of the wri

God’s Perfect Child
Dear Silent Unity: For your loving, bolste 
encouraging, and reminding people that th. 
boundless help to be had from God, you de 
gratitude expressed in writing and words, no 
in silent prayers at home by us who have c 
you.

To that end 1 wish to tell you that once m 
miracle has been performed as the result of 
intercessory prayers on behalf of our great-g 
daughter, who was hospitalized three week 
in a coma with meningitis. 1 called you by 
distance that day. Although I consider it si 
that it should matter about my feelings at a 
like this, some o f the terrible anxiety I fel 
sened after your calm, logical reassurana 
phone. From then on I said sixty times an i 
“You are God’s perfect child” and held a f 
cal image o f her as perfect before me const; 
1 denied the fact about meningitis and its re; 
effects and saw her as she has always been: 
sparkly, peppy, and precocious.

And she is all o f those. Within two days 
my call to you she came out o f the coma, an 
days after that she was responding to ot 
quests for a smile. Within five days she was < 
intensive care, and after eleven days she u 
leased to come home. She had her last post-i 
test yesterday for residual damage and as 
we can tell, at the age o f two-and-a-half 
perfectly normal.

Thank you for your many prayers add 
ours. Why is it that we who are so close

V



volved often feel we can’t keep the lines open 
wide for our talks with God? We need good help 
and in Silent Unity we find it.

Enclosed is a love offering to help you in the 
amazing work you do for thousands o f us.-D. W.t 
California.

Help Was Available
Dear Silent Unity: I hope you will forgive this 
delay in thanking you for your prayers in answer 
to my call about my sister.

1 was awakened by a dream that she had just 
died. I didn’t recognize the voice, but I had to do 
something, and at that moment Silent Unity 
came to my mind. I never had called there before, 
but from reading Unity material many years, I 
felt there was my help.

I called between three and four o’clock. Hear
ing the calm voice and promise o f help, 1 sat 
down feeling that my sister was being cared for.

I sat quietly the rest o f the night thanking God 
for your help.

I was so relaxed by morning that I didn’t even 
call my sister right away. When I called the next 
evening, she was feeling fine and said she had read 
her Daily Word.

Please forgive this delay in letting you know 
how grateful I am for your help. Some days my 
eyes are very bad. I’m eighty-three and very 
grateful for God’s help.

Am enclosing a small check.-E.S., Illinois.

No Paralysis
Dear Silent Unity: Thank you for prayers in 
answer to my phone call regarding my sister and 
her accident and possible paralysis.

She recovered completely within a week. The 
doctor said he couldn’t believe her fast recupera
tion and that it was a very “unusual” happening.

Of course we know better. Thank you again. 
—A.S., Washington.

No Need for Surgery
Dear Silent Unity: I telephoned asking for 
prayers for my brother who was due to have a 
serious lung operation. His fever was very high 
and he was in critical condition.

The next day the doctors were amazed to find 
that his lung had expanded and his fever had 
dropped. Surgery was not necessary.

I had to let you know about this miracle. 
Thank you so much for your prayers.—L.G., 
Michigan.

Healing through Prayer
Dear Silent Unity: I am writing to thank you for 
your prayers. I was having trouble recovering 
from the flu. Before we finished talking I felt 
better, and was relaxed and able to pray with 
you. I am elderly and live alone and it means so 
much to me to know all I need to do is dial the 
phone and you are there with your loving help 
and prayers.

Enclosed please find a love offering to use as 
you wish. Thank you again and God bless you 
all.— M.A., Montana.

To call for prayer help, phone (816) 524-5104.
(If you have an urgent need and have no means of 
paying for a call, dial our toll-free number: 

1-800-821-2935.) J



BY GROVER C. THORNSBERRY

YOUR LIFE
DEPARTMENTS

EACH PERSON ARRIVES in this 
world equipped with four “life 
departments” in his nature: mental, 
physical, emotional, and spiritual. 
The individual will function accord
ing to the divine plan to the degree 
that these life departments are devel- 
oped in harmonious relationship 
with each other.

When a problem appears in health, 
finances or human relations, usually 
the cause blamed is not the reason 
for the trouble, but it occurs because 
of an imbalance in one or more of 
the life departments. For example, 
sometimes a program of demonstra
tion is desired while the individual is 
out o f balance emotionally. It is not

possible to achieve this goal effec
tively until balance in all life depart
ments is regained. The more nearly 
perfect the balance, the more nearly 
perfect the demonstration.

If we rely on the mind to maintain 
our equilibrium out of all proportion 
to the other three equally important 
departments, we find ourself full of 
worry and feai^-imagination has run 
riot. Should we neglect our physical 
body by depriving it of proper food, 
rest, and exercise, we become ill. 
Likewise, if we fail to develop matu
rity of the emotions, we are un
happy, and when spiritual devel
opment has been slighted, love, com
passion, and forgiveness are not



expressed.
Let us consider the analogy of a boxer 

to the development of our life depart
ments. The first thing this athlete is taught 
is to keep his balance, and he soon learns 
that when he is knocked off balance he 
may be in serious trouble. There are three 
points he must remember: (1) If he keeps 
his balance he will not be hit nearly so 
often; (2) If he keeps his balance, the 
blows he receives will not hurt so much; 
and (3) When he is off balance, he is al
ways on the defensive.

When we are off balance, we are on the 
defensive also. In this position we are run
ning away from life, avoiding problems 
that should be faced squarely and solved 
with integrity, maturity, courage, and 
understanding of oneself, others con
cerned, and the situation. We may 
attempt to blame other people, circum
stances, our parents, environmental influ
ences, and a myriad o f reasons for our re
action. However, all the time it is because 
we are out of divine balance. In this situa
tion it is easy for us to lose our poise and 
confidence and become panic-stricken at 
some adverse turn of events.

All four of our life departments are 
i closely interwoven and are interdepen
dent upon one another. No one depart
ment should assume control if divine 
balance is to be maintained. The mind 
may be thought of as a catalyst of the 
other departments—welding them into 
contributing facets of an entity o f being. 
However, the mind can be influenced by 
strong desires that seem to lessen its direc
tive power. The desires of the body can be 
restrained by the mind, but when 
appetites o f any kind become intensely 
bent on satisfaction, balance thoughts 
may be swept aside.

When a person has persistent negative 
feelings such as discouragement, self-pity, 
jealousy, resentment, or fear, his emo
tional department is out of balance. He 
can regain his equilibrium by changing his

attitude and replacing these feelings with 
gratitude for his blessings, and with the 
certainty that he is the only one by whom 
he can be robbed of his good.

The spiritual department is at the same 
time the strongest and the most delicate. 
Until the spiritual nature is developed, 
outside influences can easily result in deci
sions not in keeping with spiritual unfold- 
ment. Spiritual growth is dependent upon 
prayer^-communing with God. The more 
awareness of His presence and power we 
have, the greater our unfoldment will be, 
until that point has been reached when 
God comes first in every phase of living. It 
could be said that the spiritual depart
ment is the foundation of life—all others 
are uplifted and fulfilled to their highest 
good when the indwelling Spirit is fully 
realized.

When the vicissitudes of life appear and 
we have maintained our divine balance, 
the hurt is far less because we have met 
them with a “solid front” of a wholesome 
body, emotional maturity, a positive 
mental approach, and spiritual enlighten
ment. We have all known those who seem 
to see no end to trouble in every phase of 
their life. They are out of balance and the 
“blows” are felt out of all proportion to 
their significance. At the same time, and 
seemingly under almost identical circum
stances, others go through life on wings of 
song with very few problems because they 
have learned divine balance in all their life 
departments.

When the physical body is strong, when 
the mind is filled with interest in life’s 
activities, when the emotional state is 
happily adjusted to the environment, and 
when the soul has been allowed to grow 
freely as planned, divine balance is so 
maintained that a modicum o f trouble 
will befall the individual. Conversely, 
when one or more of our life departments 
are not in harmony, in the first adverse 
situation we are knocked off balance. We 
may begin to fret, worry, and find fault,



which can only increase the damage and 
invite more serious trials.

In every experience a person presents 
two aspects—the outer, when the response 
is in doing and saying; and the inner, when 
the response is in thinking and feeling. 
The most important of the two is the 
inner response, upon which the outer 
response is dependent. It has been said 
that as a man thinks, so is he. When an 
individual allows his thinking to be filled 
with negative thoughts, his spiritual on
going will be slower than it will be if he 
maintains positive and uplifting thoughts. 
This will also effect the body and the emo
tions. When an individual is aware that he 
is one with Universal Mind, great changes 
will take place in his life.

Jesus repeatedly teaches us to maintain 
balance: “do not be anxious,” “fear 
not,” “be still and know.” When storm 
clouds gather, they may be overcome with 
little or no damage to us as we follow this 
guidance. In this way, we learn to main
tain a firm foundation by keeping our life 
departments in divine balance. ©

We shall be happy to send free sample copies 
o f  UNITY Magazine to your friends. Write to 
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names, addresses and zip codes and stating 
that you would like them to receive a sample 
copy o f  UNITY Magazine.
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Have you ever lived in a little room and 
felt closed in, restricted, hopeless and 
helpless, felt the urgent need for ex
pansion?

Do you have any idea of what those 
walls encompass, o f the power within you 
to break your barriers, to spring your 
prison walls, to be free?

I live in a little room, but within this 
small space there is no holding me—no 
walls can contain me, nothing can limit 
me. I can burst my bounds. Just as an 
earthbound caterpillar emerges into 
winged beauty, so have I the ability to 
soar free. I need not remain “cabin’d, 
cribb’d, confin’d” (MacBeth). Right here 
where I now am are all the powers that be, 
treasures and jewels beyond price!

The infinite riches in my little room are 
the riches of mind and heart that know no 
horizons. My mind and heart, seemingly 
encased in my body, are free to roam all 
space, all eternity. My mind leaps its 
limits. My heart breaks through to en-

circle the universe with its overflowing 
love. My thoughts and feelings are bound
less.

My mind, like the X-ray, goes through 
solid matter; but it is greater. It is like a 
giant searchlight, a light starting in an 
upper room, spreading its light wherever it 
will; but it is greater. My mind, like the 
magical laser beam, the infinitesimal illu
mination that can pass through the eye of 
a needle to perform miracles, is even 
greater. My mind can travel around the 
world instantaneously, or mount to the 
stars unhampered by light years. Alone 
here in my little room, my mind can take 
me waltzing in a crowded ballroom in a 
Viennese palace or walking in the Vienna 
woods, thrilling to a glimpse of the Donau 
Blau far below.

My heart makes its own climate. It can 
listen to the rain on my roof, yet escape to 
a sun-drenched desert to rejoice in the 
company o f a dear one no longer here; but 
the beloved is always alive in my heart, 
and the heart can relive every precious 
moment right now. What I have seen, I can 
see forever; what I have loved, lives always 
in my heart.

My mind can explore new realms, too— 
unknown areas, undreamed o f projects 
and prospects. My mind’s eye can envision 
a future o f progress and prosperity, of 
peace and plenty. My heart can thrill to 
hope for tomorrow, to optimism for man
kind, and fulfillment of all his dreams.

The riches of all the universe, of all 
time, are mine in my little room, for my 
mind and heart are empowered by my 
Creator to explore and enjoy them, right 
from here—now!

Infinite riches in a little room. How 
blessed I am!

—Viola Leigh Lukawiecki



ROCKING CHAIR IN A BREEZE

By Virginia Scott Miner

It is not empty as it rocks 
Gently in the breeze.

It is full as it can hold 
With memories.

Almost visible, there, is 
A woman, aproned, mild, 

Smiling down there on her lap 
At me, her sleeping child.
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Eetteti to tlfe ‘Editor
Without your monthly publication, there are 

many disturbances and crucial events in my per
sonal life which I would not be able to endure or 
evaluate. My deepest thanks.—D.C., Pennsyl
vania.

I’ve been reading UNITY for nearly two years 
now. I found my first copy at the_YMCA where I 
was teaching Hatha yoga. I found so many poems 
and thought-provoking pieces to read to my 
class, and I know in each instance Unity reached 
at least one person. I think the Unity way comes 
the closest to the way Jesus Himself taught and 
to the way He directed us to live.

There have been so many times that I’ve 
needed a special thought or a way to solve a prob
lem, and have opened a UNITY, and there before 
me is the right thought or the answer.

I want you to know that UNITY has helped 
me to be a stronger, healthier, more beautiful 
person. It has helped me to know God better; to 
feel closer to Him (and when I’ve had trouble 
getting close, it’s helped me to see why). It helps 
me understand the Bible better, and the teach
ings o f Christ. Everything about you is good! 
Whenever I receive a letter from you I read it and 
reread it. Your words warm me, they enfold me 
in G od’s love. I want Unity to be able to carry on 
its work forever, to reach as many people as it 
can. So many ripples can be made by throwing 
one small stone into the w a t e r New York.

•
I want to be frank with you. You haven’t 

answered all my questions about God and reli
gion and God’s relationship to man. I don’t be
lieve anyone can, and I don’t think you expect to 
be able to do so.

However, what you have done for me is to

produce the most logical, meaningful, and con
vincing reasons about a God-man relationship 
that I have heard. You continue to stimulate and 
add meaning to my life. I just look forward to 
UNITY Magazine each month. It is really terrific.

I enclose a very small token o f my apprecia
tion to help with your work.—H.R., Canada.

•
As a Christmas gift from my sister, I have for 

the past couple years been receiving your maga
zine “The Way o f Life.”

For sure I could write a book on what that 
magazine has done for me. Changed my whole 
life. Way o f thinking and looking at life. My 
health has improved. Well, on and on--

I give thanks each day to my sister for that 
wonderful gift.

Also my thanks to you and your staff for 
making such a magazine possible.-R.B., Cali
fornia.

I would like to have my two sisters and my 
good friend feel the great beauty that comes 
from this magazine, and to know what I am talk
ing about when I refer to it.

Sometimes when I get the copy out o f the 
mailbox, just touching it seems to change my 
whole day even before I open it.

God love you all. Thank you and bless you. 
—C.H., Pennsylvania.

•
I wish to thank you so very much for the gift 

o f UNITY Magazine. I had forgotten how won
derful this reading could be. I notice a remark
able change in this publication from the same 
name many years ago. I cannot begin to say 
which article means more, it is a blessing from 
cover to cover. Thank you again.— S.G., Florida.
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THE WAY OF THE CHRIST by 
Donald Curtis; Unity, Unity Village, 
Mo. 64065; 1974; 161 pages; $3.95.

Prolific writer and dynamic lecturer 
Donald Curtis has written a book that is 
not only informative and instructive but 
inspirational as well. He deals with basics, 
and his subject matter is presented in well- 
delineated form; four sections set forth 
his premises with a lucidity that is often 
lacking in contemporary treatises that 
attem pt to discuss such ponderous 
themes.

The first section discusses the birth of 
the Christ in you, the Christ conscious
ness, the gifts of Spirit, the living essence 
o f everything, and the secret of Spirit 
force.

Section II asks the question “Who Am 
I?” This theme is developed by asking five 
other questions, to which the author gives 
understandable and satisfying answers 
that competently unfold the true meaning

of self and God’s purpose in and for us. 
These questions include: “Why am I here? 
Where did I come from? How are universal 
laws at work in my life? What is my 
destiny? When will I know God?”

In the section on “The Path of Fulfill
ment,” the author discusses such subjects 
as the light and thrust of Spirit, the union 
of love, and the path of discipleship.

The concluding section on “The Entry 
of the Christ” deals with the resurrected 
Christ, Christ teaching, and Christ, the 
new age man, among others.

“How do I become great? By keeping 
eternally at it. Each o f us, each day of our 
life, must work to bring ourself into focus 
with the true Self. We live forever, one day 
at a time. We are natives of eternity, chil
dren of the light, and we ascend eternally 
into the Infinite. We are immortal now, 
we live an eternal life, and yet each of us 
has a job to do during this very lifetime.”

One of our great purposes in life, the 
author says, is to help people. Jesus came 
to witness to the Truth, and we are to 
follow His example. “Actually, it is the 
purpose of each of us to bear witness to 
the Truth by finding this Truth within 
ourself and expressing it in our life. We 
need first to seek the inner kingdom and 
let the great surging, unfolding creative 
power of life flow through us.”

Those who follow the way of the Christ 
become keepers of the flame, so to speak; 
they are good stewards, and the fruits to 
be gained from such stewardship are 
promised by Jesus as set forth in the 
Beatitudes.

This book will no doubt enjoy a wide 
readership simply because its contents are 
basic, fundamental, very needful.—Hugh 
R. Home.



life more worthwhile, useful, and construc
tive—a way in which you can express your
self at your highest, finest, and best at all 
times? THE WAY OF THE CHRIST, a new 
book by Dr. Donald Curtis offers a special 
way to help you express more completely 
your reality as a child of God—the beauti
ful and proven way of the Christ.
This attractive book is clothbound and 
priced at $3.95. Order your copy and gift 
copies today using the attached order form.
(This book will be the February Unity 
Book Club selection.)




